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MEASTJREMEN'r OF THE roLARIZATION PARAMETER IN rc p SCATTERING 

FROM 750 TO 3750 MeV/c* 

Claiborne Holt Johnson, Jr. 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

August 1967 

ABSTRACT 

+ We have measured the polarization parameter in rc p elastic scatter-

ing at fifteen lab momenta from 745 to 3747 MeV/c. The positive pion beam 

was focussed on a one cubic inch polarized proton target and both final-

state particles were detected by scintillation counter hodoscopes. On 

the basis of thej.r coplanarity and opening angle, elastic events involving 

polarized protons were distinguished kinematically from background events. 

The polarization parameter was obtained by observing the asymmetry in 

counting rates detected when the target was polarized successively parallel 

and anU.parallel to the normal to the scattering plane. These results, 

combined with those of other experiments, are being used to conduct a 

phase-shift analysis of the pion-nucleon system at 19 energies from 490 

to 1566 MeV (1443 to 2025 MeV total center-of-mass energy). Several 

comments about this analysis and a tentative solution are presented. 

This solution is not in disagree:nent with earli.er analyses J but its tmique-

ness }1.as not yet been firrrily demonstrated. 

* ~'Tor}<: dor:e l..mder the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy COID.missioD. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The pion-nucleon system, consisting as it does of particles with 

spin zero and one-half respectively, is one of the simplest in which the 

nature of the strong interaction can be studied directly. If this inter-

action obeys all the currently accepted symmetries, then its complete 

description in the case of !t'N elastic scattering at a given energy and 

scattering angle involves only four independent complex amplitudes. 

Two (the so-called "spin-flip" and "non-spin-flip" amplitudes) are 

reCluired to describe the scattering in any given charge state. But the 

three charge states of the pion and two of the nucleon allow the exis-

tence of several types of reactions, each a different mixture of the two 

possible isotopic spin states, I=1/2 and I=3/2. Thus there are four arnpli-

tudes, two for each I-spin state, that describe all!t'N elastic scattering. 

Each of the observables--total cross section, differential cross 

section, polarization and rotation of the spin of the nucleon--in any 

elastic !t'N reaction can be expressed by a.n appropr:i.ate combination of 

these amplitudes. l Conversely, accurate measurement of sufficiently 

many of the observables allows the amplitudes to be calculated and their 

dependence on energy to be studied. This has been the goal of a number 

2-22 23-29 of experiments and analyses in recent years. 

With the availability of charged pion beams from modern high-

energy accelerators, three types of elastic rcN scattering have become 

read::i.ly accessible for study: 
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+ + (I-la) rcp~rcp 

- (I-lb) rcp~rcp 

- 0 (I-lc) rcp~rcn 

The first experiments done were measurements of total cross sections in 

N· tt· 2-10 rc sea erlng. The results (Fig. 1) show a rich structure and indi-

cate that the nuclear force is quite complicated even in this simple case. 
30-34 

Then differential cross section measurements and recoil 
35-36 

nucleon polarization measurements exhibited the angular dependence 

of the reactions and led to a good UJ."1der'standing of the amplitudes up 
37 

to beam energies of a few hundred MeV. In this region the reaction 

is heavily dominated by the prominent "3-3" resonance at 1238 MeV total 

center-of-mass energy. By this we mean that the reaction tends to 

proceed predominantly through the intermediate pion-nucleon state with 

isotopic spin·3/2 and total angular momentum 3/2. 

Most recently, with the development of polarized proton targets 
38-40 

suitable for high-energy experiments, it has become feasible to 

increase the number of polarization measurements enormously and extend 

them into the many-GeV range. Particular atterltion has been paid to 

the energy range above 300 MeV in which the structure i.n the total cross 

sections is obvious and where the most readily decipherable resop~nces 

are thought to exist. Enol~h data ~~s been accumulated from the three 
11-17 

types of differential cross section measurements listed in (I-l) 
. 18-22 

from polarization experi.ments in the reactions (I-la and b) 

to allol-1 several groups to attem}?t reconstruction of the amplitudes 
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by phase-shift analyses. The success of such an analysis depends 

on the short range of the nuclear force and involves expandlng the 

amplitudes in truncated series of partial-wave amplitudes. These 

series explicitly exhibit the reactions' dependence on the angular 

momenta involved and separate the functions of energy from those of 

angle. Then various procedures are used to fit the partial amplitudes 

to the data and to discover their energy dependence. This) in turn) 

allows a great deal to be said about the behavior of the forces which 

underlie the bumps in the total 'cross sections. 

These analyses have led to good understanding of the nN system 

up to at least 600 MeV and probably I GeV. But of the five types of 

data generally available) the n+p polarization has been in shortest 

sU"pply) even in the resonance region between .5 and 3 GeV. The experi-

ment reported here was performed to improve this last situation; the 

phase-shift analysis) to test the effect of this new data on the earlier 

phase-shift findings. 

Section II reviews briefly the general assumptions underlying 

a polarization meaSlrrement using a polarized target and describes 

the specific procedure used in this experiment. Section III explains 

how the raw data obtained waS refined) results calculated) and errors 

estimated. The results the:nselves are presented in Section IV and 

discussed in Section V. .~ 
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II. EXPERThfENTAL PROCEDURE AND EQUIPMENT 

A. Method 

The polarization parameter P in ~N scattering was originally 

defined in terms of the recoiling nucleon from an unpolarized target. 

If the scattering is taken to be in the horizontal plane, then for a 

given center-of-mass angle e, 

p(e) b f 1 ·th·""· b 'th . "d " ~ num er 0 nu~ eons Wl spln up mlnus num er Wl spln own 
total number of nucleons recoiling at angle 9 

(II-l) 

(This "up" direction is more precisely defined belo.l as the direction £.) 

Many such experiments have been performed, but they all have had to face 

the difficulty of determining the recoil polarization through making the 

nucleon scatter a second time. 

With the assumption that parity is conserved in the interaction 

or that it is invariant under time reversal, however, the same parameter 

can be determined with only one scatterir>.g if that scattering is from 

a polarized target. Only the differential cross section I(e) and tar-

-+ 
get polarization PT need be measured. The relation between P, I, and 

(II-2) 

where I is the differential cross section measured with an unpolarized o 

" " '" target, and n = ki X kf is the unit normal to the plane determined by 

-+ -; 
the pion's initial and final momenta k. and kf'. In practice it i3 1 _ 

easier to avoid systematic errors by measuring the blO rates I and I 
+ 

, 
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corresponding to scattering with target polarized.in the direction of 

the normal to the plane of scattering and opposite to that normal, 

respectively. Then what is computed is the asymmetry 

I -I 
€ ( e) = ~+---:::,.... I +I 

+ -

Finally (ignoring background), 

. (II-3) 

(II-4) 

In the experiment reported here, pee) was determined by this 

second method. The experimental facilities of tbe Bevatron were used 

to direct beams of pions of selected momenta at a polarized proton 

target. " ~ The target geometry was such that nand P
T 

were horizontal 

in the lab. Scintillation counters were used to define the directions 

in the vertical scattering plane of the incoming pion and of each of 

the outgoing pion and nucleon. 

-" 
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B. Beam Design and Tuning 

5 1 The pion beam originated in a IE X 2 X 3 inch copper target 

placed at the third focus of the Bevatron's External Proton Beam (EPB). 

It was focussed and moment"!llll-analysed by the four doublet quadrapole 

magnets, Ql-Q4' and three bending magnets, Ml -M
3

, arranged as sho.m in 

Fig. 2. The small vertical bending magnet M4, positioned just in front 

of the polarized target, was used to compensate for the vertical deflec-

tion of the beam in the magnetic field surrounding the target itself. 

Figure 3 gj_ves a schematic view of the beam optlcs. 

Except for three short sections--one just after the production 

target at the third focus of the EPB, one near the beam's first focus 

Fl , and one just before the polarized target at F2--the beam was enclosed 

in a vacuum pipe to minimize its scattering in the atmosphere. 

Beam momentum was determined by wire-orbit measurements of the 

second leg of the beam, through Q3' M
3

, and Q4. The currents in the 

other magnets were then tuned empirically around their design values 

to give the best flux and profile at the target. A hodoscope composed 

of twenty-eight 1/4 X 7 inch sci.ntillation counters greatly facilitated 

this tuning. It was placed perperrlicular to· the beam at the target 

position at the second focus and was mounted so that it could be rotated 

about the axis defined by the beam dlrecti.on. A system of scalers and 

an on-line computer (see Section III) made it possible to obtain with 

this hodoscope a profile of the beam intensity from only one Bevatron 

pulse. The final result of this tuning was a beam spot at the second 
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focus of approximately Gaussian shape and one inch diameter at half 

A momentum bite (6P/P) of about 1-1/2% was obtained by placing 

a 1-1/2 inch wide lead collimator at the first'focus where the momentum 

dispersion was 1% per inch in the horizontal plane~ 

Protons were the chief contaminant in the beam, with the ratio 

of protons to pions ranging from about 1:1 at 745 M.eV/c to 4:1 at 

3747 MeV/c. They were discriminated against in two ways. First the 

time-of-flight behleen the c01.llter P at the first focus and the inci-

dent-bearn-:angle def:i_ning hodos~ope near the second focus was appreciably 

different for protons and pions of the same momentwll. This difference} 

Lt,ranged from more than twenty nsec at 745 MeV/c to less than four 

above 2 GeV/c. The beam counters were all physically small and their 

electronics fast enough so that the timing curves for coineidences 

between P and the beam hodoscope comrters COQld be made as narrow as 

three nsec. So this timing requirement alone was quite effective at 

all but the highest momenta of the experiment. As an additional check} 

to keep two consecutive protons from conspiring to look like a single 

pion} the signal from P was also delayed to correspond to a proton1s 

time-of-flight and used in anticoinctdence in the beam electronic 

logic. 

The second discrimination r..ras effected by requiring a coinci-

dence pulse from the gas-filled threshold Cerer~ov counter ~ at the 

first focus. Un through 3260 r.leV/c this counter was filled with ethane 

.. . , 
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XBB 678-4500 

Horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) profiles of the pion 
beam intensity at 3 Ge V / c. The plots were drawn by an 
on-line computer. Each dot represents 1/4 inch in the lab. 
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I (CH,CH,) pressurized so that n > ~ where n is the index of refraction 
, . 

of the gq,s and t3 the velocity of'the'pion. At the highest momentum 

nitrogen,replaced ethane. The photomUltiplier tubes on this counter 

were equipped with "afterburners", i.e. they were fed by independent 
,j.. . ~ • 

pO'-ler supplies capable of furnishing enough current to these dynodes 

to keep the tube's output at a constant voltage even at high counting 

rates. As a result this counter operated reliably even at the highest 

beam rate's available during this experiment ... -several million pions per 

Bevatron pulse. 

A second much smaller but very troublesome contamination by 

positrons was discovered partway through the data-taking. A measure-

ment of their abundence at 745 flIeV/c, using S, partially evacuated 

rather than pressurized, showed it to be less than 110, but (as vall be 

discussed in Section III) they contributed heavily to the background 
;. 

seen in the final data throt~h much of the experiment. So at the two 

last momenta ~o which the beam was tuned towards the end of the experi

ment, an l/S-inch lead sheet was placed in the beam at the first focus. 

This effectively removed the positrons, but had the disadvantage that 

-the difference in energy lost by pions and protons traversing the sheet 

was sufficient to separate these two components horizontally when they 

passed through the fif'..al bending magnet fir,. This separation was about 

111 at the second focus at 745 MeV/c) which vlaS enough to create proo-

lems in keeping the pions on target. Also the large proton flux to the 

side of the target heavily loaded the anticoincidence counter L guarding 

the left poleface of the polarized target magnet: so data-taki~g rates 
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had to be reduced. (The geometry of the target apparatus is discussed 

in Section III.) 

Altogether,"though, the fact that pions were distinctly a minor

ity group in the beam population tended to retard the rate of data 

acquIsition, rather than affect the quality of the data. And there were 

some advantages to baving the protons available. Range measurements on 

them at lower energies at the beginning of the experiment provided a 

check that the wire-orbit beam momenta were correct. The agreement was 

within 1%. (Also the wIre-orbit measurements were repeated at the end 

·of the experiment. Again, the agreement was within a percent.) And by 

changing the timing of the beam counters and using Cb in ant:Lcoincidence 

rather than coincidence, it was possible to use the proton beam to 

measure the polarization parameter in p-p scattering. 

The beam conditions during the experiment are summarized in 

Table I. Data was taken at fifteen momenta, altogether, ranging from 

745 to 3747 MeV/C. 
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Table I. Properties of the pion beams used in this experiment. 6t is 
, 

the time-of-flight difference between protons and pions from 

Fl to the beam hodoseope near F2. Cb is the ethane-gas-filled 

(except at 3747 MeV/c) Cerenkov counter at Fl. Where there is -, 

no entry, the quantity was neither used in the experimental 

logie nor measured directly. 
.~ '. 

Momentum K.E. C.m. energy 6t ~ pressure p:rr 
-Prr(MeV/c) Trr(MeV) M(MeV) (nsee) (psig) ratio 

--
745 618 1524 25 1:1 

895 766 1612 19 4:3 

1024 894 1685 16 3:2 

1084 953 1718 15 

1155 1024 1756 13 165 2:1 

1284 1152 1823 11 135 2:1 

1352 1220 1857 10 128 

1441 1308 1902 120 

1570 1437 1964 7 107 

1690 1556 2020 95 

1869 1735 2102 80 

1988 1853 2154 4 73 

2535 2399 2380 56 

3260 3123 2650 46 

3747 3610 2817 125 N2 4:1 ~~": 

~~ 
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c. Polarized Target 

The details of the polarized target have been described adeQuately 
38 

elsewhere, so only a brief description will be given here. In this 

experiment the target was an approximately one-inch cube cornposed of 

four crystals of neodymium-doped lanthanrull magnesium nitrate, abbre-

viated LMN [La2Mg3(N03)12·24H20]. The free protons in the hydrogen of 

the waters of hydration, 310 of the mass of the crystal, were polarized 

40 
by the process of dynamic nuclear orientation. 

The crystals were cooled in liQuid helium pumped down to 1
0 

K and 

placed in a horizontally aligned magnetic field of 18.5 kgauss. In 

this environment the paramagnetic neodymium ions are Over 90% polarized 

and behave analagously to free electrons. The crystals are then 

irradiated w1.th microwaves to transfer this high polarization of the 

"electrons" to the free protons in the target. Depending on which of 

two nearly eQual freQuencies is used, the resulting proton polarization 

is either parallel to or antiparallel to that of the "electrons". In 

the target magnetic field of this experiment these freQuencies are 

about 70 GHz and differ by about 0.2%, or 150 ~lliz. Periodic reversal 

of the proton polarization is obtained simply by changing from one 

freQuency to the other. 

Theoretically the "electron" polarization can be almost entirely 

transferred to the protons, but in practice things are less ideal. 

'l'he average of the absolute value of the polarization of the target 

protons in this experiment was 50%. It was neasured by the process of 

nuclear magnetic resonance (~~) by observing, effectively, the amount 
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of energy exchanged between the proton spin and an applied weak field. 

This exchange slightly depolarizes, the protons, but, if the depolarization 

is kept small enough, its sign and magnitude are proportional to the 

target protons' average polarization. 

During the time of data acquisition when the microwaves "Tere on 

and the target highly polarized, this NMR signal was constantly monitored 

as a check that the target polarization was maximal and steady. Peri-

odically -- about once every ten minutes -- it was recorded for later 

use in calculating the actual value of the target polarization. This 

calculation was based on comparison of the size of the NMR signal 

obtained when the polarization of the target's free protons was enhanced 

by the microwave pumping to the size of the NMR signal obtained when 

those protons were allowed to come to thermal equilibrium with their 

environment without the microwaves. These latter "T E" signals were 

recorded about ever,y- twelve hours and served as a continually updated 

calibration of the polarization measurement system. 

At six of the beam momenta used in this experiment data were also 

taken with the. LMN crystal target replaced by one of comparable heavy-

element composition but containing no free hydrogen. This "dummy" target 

data was used to estimate the amount of. background to be subtracted from 

the real crystal data before calculation of the final results. (See 

Section III-B-5) The dum~y target itself was composed of a mixture of 

MgF2 , BaC03, and CF2 :CF2 (teflon), dried to remove all water and 

combined in a proportion ,to match that of the atomic weights in the 

LMN crystal. 

'" . 
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D. Scintillation Counter Arrays 

Six different arrays of counters I-Tere combined into three hodo

scopes surrounding the target to observe the geometry of the np inter

actions. One hodoscope monitored the incoming pion direction; the other 

two, the final state particles' directions. Their arrangement relative 

to the polarized target is shown in Fig. 5, and a dimensioned projection 

of each hodoscope in Fig. 6. The coordinate convention used throughout 

is right-handed, centered at the target, and with +Z axis along the 

beam direction and the + Y axis vertically uplIard. Thus, looking down

stream, the X cartesian coordinate increases from left to right, the 

Y cartesian coordinate from bottom to top. Similarily, above and below 

the beam the polar angle 9 principally defines the vertical lab coordi

nate and the azimuthal angle ~ the horizontal. The counter arrays are 

named according to this convention. 

The beam hodoscope was a 5 X 5 arrangement of counters placed 

perpendicular to the beam and to each other and named Xl through X3 

and Y
l 

through Y
3 

according to whether they defined the incoming beam 

partj.cles' X or Y cartesian coordinate eight feet upstream of the 

target. 

The two final-state hodosco}?es, one above and one below the 

beam, were composed of five arrays of counters, and each hodoscope 

determined the direction of an outgoing scattered particle. According 

to the coordinate convention mentioned above, the bins in these arrays 
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were called a a cp cP The polarized target magnet up' down' up' down· 

gap imposed the geometry that the arrays overall were narrow horizon-

tal~y and wide vertically, so the a -ad correlation determined the 
up own '. 

lab opening-angle of the final state particles, and the X-Y-CPup-CPdOwn 

correlation, their coplanari ty. As shown in Figs. 5 and 6, each of 

these arrays was composed of fairly long,thin counters arranged so 

that in its thin dimension each generally overlapped 1/3 of its neigh-

bore BY separating the events in which two adjacent counters fired 

simultaneously from those in which only one fired, the distinguishable 

nunmer of bins into which events could be classified in a given dimen-

sion was made almost double the number of counters monitoring that 

dimension. 

Positi oned horizontally in the bro hodoscopes there were alto-

gether 30 ed counters, overlapped to provide 59 ed bins; and own own 

30 e counters, overlapped, except in three cases, to provide 56 a up up 

bins. In the polar direction below and above the beam the physical 

size of each hodoscope was too great to be spanned by a single counter 

of reasonable length, so the azimuthal-angle-defining counters in the 

up and down hodoscopes were physically divided into series of two or 

three counters placed end-to-end. The outputs of these counters were 

combined electronically to produce, effectively, 13 CPd· and 19 Q own up 

bins. 
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The size of the bins in each array was chosen to give the best 

angular resolution consistent with the effects of multiple Coulonili 

scattering and finite target size. With the exception of Array III, 

the lowest third of the upper hodoscope .Thich was inherited from a 

previous experiment, the lengths of the e-coUl1ters were chosen so that 

in their positions shown in Fig. 4 they covered the entire solid angle 

downstream from the target into which particles could scatter without 

hitting the target magnet. The total lab solid angle subtended by the 

final-state hodoscopes was about .09 steradians by the upper arrays 

and .33 steradians by the lower. 

The entire upper hodoscope "laS mounted on rails so it could 

be moved back to give more exact measurement of the angle of forward

scattered particles at higher momenta. This option was used only once) 

however, at 3260 MeV/C. 

Besides the hodoscope counters there were a number of special

purpose counters involved in the experiment. Upstream from the target 

and immediately in front of the cryostat were four small veto counters 

called L, R) T, and B (for left) right, top, and bottom) which limited 

acceptable incoming particles to the actual target area: about one 

square inch. These counters helped keep events originating in the 

side walls of the cryostat or magnet pole tips from adding to the back

ground. They also provided a convenient continuous monitor of the beam 

position while data 'tiere being taken. The standard prodcedure ,.;as everJ 

few hOtITS to place an X-ray film in the beam downstream from the target. 
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A few minutes' exposure was sufficient to show the shadow of the target. 

If the beam was well centered, during subse~uent data-taking the mag

nets Ml and M4 were tuned to keep the counting rate ratios R/L and T/B 

constant. 

Another pair of veto counters Rand L lay flat against the 
p p 

magnet pole faces behind and to the sides of the target. These also 

protected against events originating in the magnet iron, but more 

important helped eliminate inelastic events with multi-particle final 

states in which one particle came out sideways. They were installed 

about half-way through the experiment and made a marked improvement in 

background suppression. 

The final veto counter, B for Backup, was in the beam dow-nu 

stream of the target magnet and helped eliminate both accidental trig-

gers in which a beam particle did not scatter and mQlti-particle inelas-

tic events with one particle coming off very forward. Its position was 

adjusted to compensate for the variations in beam deflection in the 

target magnetic field as that field or the beam momentum was changed. 

Immediately belo1-T and behind the target was a small counter 

Dd (down-defining) used in coincidence wHh the lower arrays to distin

guish particles which came from the target region. The size of the 

arrays was such that even .,ith all the veto counters, this additional 

coincidence was an important help. It also) in conjunction -vrith the 

beam electronics, served to define a definite event time, against which 

the tri.gger logic could compare pulses from the arrays for proper time 
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of flight from target to array} time of counter response) etc. 

Finally) beneath the down array was a large water-filled 

Cerenkov counter C 
a This was used to distinguish whether it was 

the pion or proton which scattered downward at that angle where the 

kinematics were ambiguous. 

The dimensions and electronics associated with the various 

counters are summarized in Table II. 
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Table II. Scintillation co'linte'r dimensions and electronj,cs. 

Counter Dimension Number Size of Scinttllator Photomultiplier 
or Scintillator Type Type , . 

Array (inches) '. 

Vup e 4 3Ox8xl/4 Pilot B 6655A 
~ , 

V e 2 3Ox5-1/3xl/4 Pilot B 6655A up 
V cp 8 3oXl~-1/2xl/!} Pilot B 6810A up 
Vup cp 2 3Ox3xl/!~ Pilot B 6810A 

IV e 10 up 3Ox5xl/4 Pilot B 6655A 

IVup e 2 3Ox3-1/3xl/4 Pilot B 6655A 

IVup e 4 3Oxl~xl/4 Pilot B 6655A 

IV e 2 30x2-2/3xl/4 Pilot B 6655A up, 
IV up cp 8 55x4-1/2xl/4 Pilot Y 6810A 

IV cp 2 55x3xl/4 Pilot Y 6810A up 

III e 4 5x6- 3/1Ixl/4 Pilot B 6655A up 
III e 2 5x4-1/4xl/4 Pilot B 6655A up 
III cp 5 lx25xl/4 Pilot B 6655A up 

lId own e 19 16x4xl/4 Pilot B 2067 

lId own e 1 16x2-2/3xl/4 Pilot B 2067 
IIdown cp- 4 

. 
55x11xl/4 Pilot y 68l0A 

II dOvffi cp 2 55x2-2/3xl/4 Pilot y 6810A 

I down e 5 16x 4x 1/4 Pilot B 6655A 
I down e 1 lOx5xl/4 Pilot B 6655A 
I down e 3 8x6xl/4 Pilot B 6655A 
I dOvffi e 1 8x4xl/h Pilot B 6655A 
I 4 55x4xl/4 6810A '.' 

down cp Pilot Y 

I down cp 2 27-1/2x2-2/3xl/4 Pilot Y 6810A . -.. 

~eam X 3 7-1/4xl-l/3x1/8 Pilot B 6655A 

Ybeam Y 3 4-1/4x2-1/3x1/8 Pilot B 6810A 

(continued on next :page) 
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Scintillation counter dimensions and electronics. (continued) 

Number Size of Scintillator Photomultiplier 
Scintillator Type Type 

(inches) 

1 19x24x5 water 6-7046's 

1 8" diam., ethane or 2-7046's 
24" long nitrogen 

1 2x2xl/4 Pilot B 6655A 
2 lx6xi/4 Pilot B 6~5A 
1 2x4xl/4 Pilot B 6 55A 

1 lOx2-1/4xl/4 Pilot B 68l0A 

1 6x3xl/8 Pilot B '68l0A 

2 20x 6x 1/4 Pilot B 68l0A 

1 l4x6xl/4 Pilot B 68l0A 
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E. System Electronics and Programming 

1. General Description 

Figure 7 is a block diagram of the overall system. Array counter 

p~lses were stored in delay lines while the fast (nanoseconds) electronics 

compared timing of signals from the various sources to decide if an accep-

table event had probably occurred. If the decision was yes, coincidence 

gates at the ends of the delay lines .rere opened in time for the array 

counter signals to set short memory flip-flops (S~WF's). Then at compu-

ter-electronics speeds (microseconds) the binary informat:Lon in these 

flip-flops, one bj.t per array counter, ""!as trans ferred to the core 

memory of an on-line PDP-5 computer. \fuen the transfer was complete, the 

SMFF's and trigger circuitry was reset to watch for another event. 

During the time it was not actually having an event loaded into its 

core, the PDP-5 was programmed to decode the bir~ry counter information, 

to check for the event's validity, and between Bevatron pulses to write 

the events accL~ulated dlITing the previous pulse onto magnetic tape for 

future, more sophisticated processing. It also performed various super-

visory and summarizing functions to control the flow of data and give 

the experimenter a real-time slITvey of how the data looked. 

up to 128 events could be accepted dlITing one 800/msec Bevatron pulse. 

(Typical trigger rates actually observed are listed in Table 1.) It took 

about 80 nsec for the fast trigger to decide on one event's possible ,.'/ 
validity, 60 ~sec to load it into computer core, and 10 msec for the 

computer to check its actual validity and recode it for futlITe processj.ng. 
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The between-pulse transfer of an entire core load of encoded events 

onto magnetic tape took .75 sec. 

More complete discussion of these various functions is in the 

following paragraphs. 

2. The Fast Electronics 

A detailed schematic of the fast electronics is shown in Fig. 8. 

Overall, the coincidence requirements for a trigger were: 

1) The beam Cerenkov counter pulse ~ had to be present to 

signal that a beam particle had been involved which had suffi-

ciently high velocity to be a pion. 

2) The first-focus counter P and each dimension of the X-Y beam 

hodoscope near the second focus had all three to fire with timill..g 

appropriate to the velocity of a pion with the momentQm to which 

the beam was tuned. 

3) The delayed P signal, Pd} couJ.d not be present since this 

was a warning that a proton had passed the first focus at a 

time which would permit it to confuse the final event. 

4) None of the beam-position veto counters L, R} T, or B in 

front of the target could fire} or else the beam particle might 

not have hit the polarized target crystal. 

5) Neither of the target magnet pole-face veto counters P
R 

or 

PL couJd fire} or else some particle might have scattered side-

ways to invalidate the event. 

6) A signal from the dQ"l.vn-defining counter Dd was required to 

!", 
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be present to prove that some particle :had scattered from the 

target area into .the lower·ar~ay. 

The veto counter, B , in the beam line behind the target 
u 

was not allovled to fire. This guaranteed that two beam parti-

cles very close together had not been involved and that an 

inelastic event with one particle going very fonrard had not 

occurred. 

8) Each dimension of each of the two final-state hodoscopes 

had to fire. Thus a-pulse was required from at least one of 

each of the e } e ,cP, and CPd C01.:U1ters. The timinoO' up down up own 

of these pulses depended on the times-of-flight of the final-

state particles from the target to t he arrays and on the response 

time of the counters involved. Hence it .ras necessary for the 

logic to distinguish among the times at which each array fired 

and to "remember" these times' relations to each other. In the 

discussion below the relative timing of these signals, refer-

enced to a basic time fixed by the beam particle involved in 

each event, is referred to as eu-time, ed-time, etc. 

Discussion of these coincidence requirements can be divided between 

those referring to the beam and those referring to the final-state 

particles. 

The beam logiC is simple and w-as discussed brief1y in Section 

II-B. Each of the counters involved -was equipped ',-lith an afterbu:cner 

and adjusted to deliver .3-.5 volts to its discriminator, a Chronetics 
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Model 101 with output clipped by a six-inch line. The signals from 

Xl-X3 and Yl-Y3 .Tere added actively in the OR gates "ne" and "LY" and 

simultaneously stored individually on delay lines in one of the fast 

logic boxes. A "beam" signal B was a coincidence p.ne'LY.~.Pd·:E·R.T.B} 

and the input to the final-state array logic which defined an event's 

time was the coincidence BD=B'Dd'PR'PL, 

The array fast logic was complicated by the appreciable times 

of flight and counter lengths involved. The essential coincidence 

desired was BD·e .~ .e
d 

'~d ·(C or C ); but the amount of free-up 'up own own a a 

dom to be allowed in this coincidence varied from signal to signal. 

Also the interrogate signals which the trigger was requiTed to return 

to the fast logic boxes had to be timed properly if they were to allow 

the array counter signals to set their short-memory flip-flops. These 

interrogate pulses were shortened to a 15 nsec width to help reduce 

the nu~ber of triggers in which two SMFF's for a given hodoscope 

dimension might get accidntally set. So the trigger was designed to 

remember flve different times: BD time} the time 60 nsec after which 

the X-Y FLB was to be interrogated, and,analogously} Gdtime} 8utime} 

CPdtime and ~u time. Furthermore the e-cp coincidences in each of the 

up and the down hodoscopes had to b'e allowed to vary over times deter-

mined by the counter lengths and photomultiplier response} while the 

up-down hodoscope coincidence requirement had to be more lenient. 

since it had to allow for the time-or-flight from target to hodoscope 
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which varied with angle and whether the pion went up or dOlm. 

These are the reasons for the series of AND gates building up 

to the final coincidence decision. First each hodoscope had to fire 

in the sense that its ~ and e pulses were coincident to within ±8 nsec 

at the e~up and e~down gates. In addition, the down hodoscope, which 

was closer to the target and subject to less target-to-array time-of

flight jitter, was required to be in coinddence with BD to within 

a constant, ±8- nsec. Then the up and down hodoscopes had to be coinci

dent to within =15 nsec at the ee gate, so named because the e pulses 

were used to define the hodoscope time since their counters were 

physically shorter. The ee coincidence was the decisive permit to 

trigger the event and so opened the fiPBl gates for the five array

timed pulses to trigger their respective interrogate-PQlse generators. 

These in turn loaded the SMFF's and notified the computer that an event 

was wa:i.ting to be loaded into core. 

3. On-Line Computing System 

This microsecond-speed part of the experiment's electronics 

was built around the PDP-5, a small programmable computer. It has a 

core memory of 4096 12-bit words and a programming structure built 

around eight basic commands. It also has a program interrupt facility, 

which allovred various external devices to ask for specj.al attention 

during the execution of its main program. The action reqiJ.:i.red by such 

interrupts was itself prcgrammed into the computer and ,vas executed 

like any other part of its program. Depending on the nature of such 

'i 
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an interrupt, after it was serviced, control was returned to the main 

program in various ways. The binary counter infdrmation of 

each fast-logic triggered event was transferred into core through 

another facility, called the data break. When a data break occurred, 

execution of the regular program can be more accurately described as 

suspended than interrupted. Control of the computer's memory input 

and address registers passed to an external device, the Data Break 

Control (DEC). The DBC loaded the 96 bits of counter information 

of a single event into a prearranged eight "lords of core, then 

returned control to t he computer itself and the main program continued 

with the next instruction. 

Besides the DBC, the computer was interfaced with twenty to 

thirty 10-MHz scalers, two oscilloscopes, a Hodel-35 ASR Teletype, 

several external flip-flops and switch registers, and a ])a.tamec Model 

D2020 magnetic tape transport. The program interrupt facility was 

used to initiate input from or output to most of these devices. 

In general the 10-MHz scalers monitored the fast electronics 

and advised the computer to take action to change the status of the 

experiment when certain total co~~ts were reached. E.g., single 

continuous stretch of data accumulation, a "run", was terminated when, 

say, 400 million counts had been received from the beam coincijence 

circuit B. One oscilloscope provided real-time visual display of the 

experiment's progress to the experimenter. The other was fitted ,.,rith 

a Polaroid camera so that graphs of data surmnaries could be photographed 

---,---
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periodically. The Teletype keyboard was the principal instrument through 

which the experimenter coUld input commands to the computer. Conversely) 

the Teletype printer allowed the computer to output comments and status 

reports to the experimenter. The flip-flops and switch registers deter

mined) or were determined by) the various external condj.tions of the 

experiment--whether a Bevatron beam· spill was in progress) what the 

current beam momentum was) etc. The magnetic tape transport was the 

ultimate recorder of the information in each scattering event as well 

as much sumrnary information obtained from scalers and the main program 

in the course of the run. 

The overall block diagram in Fig. 6 shows the major components 

of the computer system. One not mentioned specifically above is the 

Data Merger (DMR) which was simply a system of gates which) under the 

control of the DBC) converted the 96 -bi t parallel input from the fast 

logic box S~WF's to a series of eight sequential l2-bit inputs to the 

computer memory. Another is ttp63" which was used here as a high-speed 

system status monitor. Basically it supplied the gate signals which 

signalled whether an event was being watched for) being received and 

transferred to computer core) or being written onto magnetic tape. 

It was the instrument by which status commands were relayed to the 

other apparatus--scalers) fast logic) etc.--external to the computer. 

1",1 
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4 . Programming 

The main advantage in having the PDP5 available was its programma

bility. This allowed many tasks which would have required special hard

ware or human effort to be accomplished instead by a combination of 

computer "software", its program, and standard external devices like 

the oscilloscopes. Also the same basic system could be operated in 

different. modes, one for beam tuning, another for counter timing, a 

third for data taking, simply by changing the program and reconnecting 

a few cables. Finally, periodic use of a system test program enabled 

the computer to check automatically its own reliability and that of 

most of the peripheral electronics and also to facilitate repair work 

when components failed. 

The PDP5 program which controlled data acquisition was called 

Escoffier. It had two primary functions: to write the counter infor

mation onto magnetic tape and to keep the experimenter informed of the 

experiment's progress. In the process of accomplishing the latter, 

some reduction and validity-checking of the incoming binary counter 

data was necessary, and so this additional information was also written 

on magnetic tape to simplify the subsequent analysis. 

Specifically, the incoming raw data, 96 bits per event, was converted 

to a series of six numbers which were coded into twelve octal digits 

(36 binary bits) and specified which bin had fired in each dimension 

of each hodoscope. This conversion took into account the overlapping of 

most of the counters and also checked the event's validity: one and 

only one bin had to fire in each array. If no bin appeared to have 
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fired in some array (because the fast electronics hadfa~led to relay 

some counter pulse into the computer core), the event was classified 

no-good-zero (NGO); if more than one, as no-good-two (NG2). For each 

event this validity classification as well as its six bin numbers and 

96 bits of raw data all eventually went onto the magnetic tape. 

In addition, after each eventfs decoding, the program retained 

certain information about it in an area of the computer memory reserved 

for accumulating summary information. The number of valid events 

(NGO or NG2) in each array, the number of times each of the 

3+3+59+19+56+11 = 151 bins (See Section II-D) had fired, correlations 

between counts in the up and down arrays -- all this was remembered to 

be displayed on the oscilliscope at the experimenter's request. Thus, 

while the data was being accumulated, it was possible to tell when a 

scintillation counter failed or when accidental rates changed or how 

the elastic events from free hydrogen in the target stood out above 

background. 

The program checked for parity errors when it read external scalars 

into its memory or wrote onto magnetic tape, and a failure of these 

external devices was communicated to the experimenter via the teletype 

printer. At certain intervals this printer was also the output for 

standard summary information counting rates, time of day, etc. --

which provided a running log of the experiment's progress. 

Control of the program by the experimenter was principally through 

the teletype keyboard. A variety of some ten commands told the computer 

to start or stop the counting, rewind the magnetic tape, type out 
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information, etc. Conversely, the program checked to be sure that the 

experimenter avoided certain trivial errors like trying to start 

taking data without readying the magnetic tape transport. This proved 

a valuable feature and kept the amount of data lost through human error 

to almost zero. 

A simplified diagram of the logic of Escoffier is in Figure 9. 

Another program which greatly simplified the task of setting up 

the experiment was called Herbie. It enabled the computer to accumulate 

in its memory the data from as many as thirty external scalars and then 

display various types of graphs of that data on the oscilloscopes. This 

program was used for beam tuning, counter high-voltage adjusting, counter 

timing, etc. The beam profiles in Figure 4 are examples of its output. 

In that instance, 28 scalars had monitored counters in a hodoscope in 

the beam through one Bevatron pulse, then the counts were read by the 

computer, normalized, and plotted. Total elapsed time was less than 

one second. 
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The ~~perimenter controls the computer through its interrupt facility. 
His commands cause the program to behave essentially as if it has 
encountered the following instructions: 

Start run: jump to RESET 
stop counting: jump to CNTOFF 
Resume counting: jump to RESET 
End rUn: jump to ENDRUN 
Rewind magtape: jump to EOT 

Fig. 9. Logic of the PDP-5 data acquisition program Escoffier. 
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III. DATA ACQUISITION AND REDUCTION 

A. Raw Data Acquisition 

Altogether, data for this experiment was accumulated in stages 

between December, 1965, and March, 1966. During this period polarized

target ~+p data was taken for 6512-hour Bevatron periods, and filled 

43 magnetic tapes with about 12 million events. An additional 13 

periods and 10 tapes were used taking dummy-target background data. 

Conditions changed several times during this time. The beam 

Cerenkov counter was installed in January, 1966. The poleface anti-

counters PR and P
L 

were added in late February, and the positron contam

ination of the beam eliminated with the lead sheet at the beam's first 

focus only in the beginning of March. So the data-to-background ratiO, 
, 

counting rates, etc. at different energies often were quite different, 

and in the case of the positron beam contamination at lower momenta, 

enough so to effect somewhat the method of the subsequent data reduc-

tion as will be discussed below. 

In addition, some of the data was taken with the field of 

polarized target magnet in the "normal" direction, defined to be that 

direction which bent the positive beam downward, and some with that 

field reversed. This was to make different center-of-mass angular 

regions accessible in the lab geometry. But it affected the type 

of background subtraction used in the data reduction, which also will 

be discussed below. 

Common to all the data-taking, though, was its division into 

---- ----- ---
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the l5-to-30-minute periods called "runs" mentioned in Section II-E-4. 

During each of these periods every effort was made to keep target 

polarization, beam conditions, counting rates, etc., constant. The 

run was the basic unit of data for later individual reduction. 

Also universal were the practices of reversing the target 

polarization about every two hours to minimize the effects of any 

long-term changes in the environment and of taking thermal-equilibrium 

polarization signals every twelve hours to calibrate the target polari

zation detection apparatus. Beam, trigger, and accidental rates were 

monitored continuously and recorded by the computer as explained in 

Section II-E-4. 

In Table III are listed some of the cOlli1ting conditions and 

rates as a function of beam momentum. Where there is more than one 

entry for a given momentum, each entry corresponds to a block of runs 

which were eventually analyzed together. Comparison of the results 

from the different blocks and their combination will be discussed 

below. 
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Table III. Experimental conditions for each block of data. 

Momentum Target Total Rates per pulse Comments 
FJ/MeV) magnet type beam beam triggers NG2 

polarity (xlo-9) {X10-3) {%) 

745 normal xtal 5.3 650 70 22 
normal xtal 1.0 460 60 15 

(a)* normal xtal 2.9 400 45 22 

895 normal xtal 6.6 670 37 15 

1024 normal xtal 2·9 650 50 13 
normal xtal 2.5 690 61 15 
normal dummy 3.5 550 27 14 

1084 440 * normal xtal 3.3 15 10 (a) j (b) 

1155 normal xtal 3.8 670 65 14 
reverse xtal 4.5 360 15 18 

1284 normal xtal 5.5 660 47 19 
reverse xtal 6.0 390 28 19 
normal dunrrny 4.0 680 40 19 
reverse dummy 2.9 360 28 20 

1352 normal xtal 3.8 600 17 13 (a)j(b) 

1441 normal xtal 5.6 680 50 21 
reverse xtal 3.4 400 37 20 
reverse xtal 1.5 480 28 21 

1570 normal xtal 6.0 1000 63 26 
reverse xtal 4.4 500 37 20 
normal dummy 4.0 1100 66 24 

1690 normal xtal 6.0 1000 68 25 
normal xtal 4.4 550 26 19 (a) 

1869 normal xtal 5.6 1300 75 27 
normal xtal 3.5 370 ·15 19 (a) 
normal dummy 5.0 1300 65 25 

(continued on next page) 
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Table III. Experimental conditions for each. block of data. (continued) 

Momentum. Target 'rotal Rates per pulse Connnents 
P (MeV) magnet type beam beam triggers NG2 

j{ 
;I20larity (xlo-9) (xlo-3) (%~ 

1988 normal xtal 4.7 1330 70 28 
normal xtal 6.3 1900 73 19 
normal xtal 8.2 1100 55 20 

2535 normal xtal 8.6 1800 63 24 
normal xtal 14.0 1550 50 22 

3260 normal xtal 17·2 1500 15 27 (ct 
normal dummy 7.8 1500 24 26 (c) 

3747 normal xtal 5·3 400 8 35 (dt 

* (a) Poleface anticounters PR and PL were in use. 

(b) Lead sheet in beam at Fl· 

(c) Up array moved back. 

(d) Beam spill length reduced to 200 msec. 

. ... 
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B. Data Reduction 

1. General Considerations 

The six bin numbers written on magnetic tape by the PDP-5 to 

describe each valid event theoretically could occur in 3 X 3 X 59 X 19 

X 56 X 11 ~ 107 possible combinations. Most of these combinations were 

seldom detected because they would have described events which were 

hopelessly bad fits to elastic rr+p scattering. But many could corres

pond to quasi-elastic scattering off one of the unpolarized protons 

bound in the nucleus of a heavy element in the target. Others could 

have resulted from inelastic pion-nucleon reactions or even reactions 

not involving a beam pion at all. Hence the second step was to refine 

the data on a CDC 6660 computer. 

There were several tasks to be accomplished. The 107_bin 

correlation matrix needed to be reduced to manageable size. The 

background had to be suppressed enough to make it possible to select 

the true elastic events. The size, shape, and normalization of 

remaining background had to be determined. 

The general principle involved was to use the kinematics of 

elastic scattering on a fixed target to distinguish the events invol

ving free protons from inelastic events and from those involving bound 

protons with appreciable Fermi momentum. The beam momentum, the hodo

scope and target positions in the lab, and the magnetic field surround

ing the target were all known. So for each beam momentum, each pair 

of beam hodoscope bin numbers, and each pair of upper array bin numbers, 
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the conjugate lower array bin numbers expected for elastic scattering 

could be calculated. Each valid event was then'compared to this ideal 

and classified by how well it fit. Finally a judgment was made on how 

many of the events clustered around the ideal could be considered real 

and how many background. This comparison and selection process pro-

ceeded through the several steps discussed in the rest of this section. 

2. Compression of the Correlation Matrix 

The overall geometry of the magnet-target-hodoscope system 

dictated the manner in which the individual counts in the l07_bin 

matrix were summed together into a reasonable-sized correlation scheme 

which could still show the distribution of events about the free elastic 

ideal at each angle. Since the four-inch polarized target magnet gap 

limited detectable scattering principally to the vertical plane in the 

lab, it was natural to judge events in two steps--first on the basis 

of their coplanarity, and second on the basis of their opening angle. 

The procedure, then, was to select events on the basis of 

their X, ~ ,and ~d coordinates first, since to within the hodo-
up ... own 

scopes' angular resolution these alone determined coplanarity. Events 

which were very non-coplanar were eliminated, and what remained was a 

Y, e ,ed correlation matrix. But a change in Y bin number corres-up own 

ponds essentially to a rotation of an event in the vertical plane 

bisecting the beam and up and down arrays, and then by only a bin or 

two in the e and ed dimensions. So by adjusting. the two e bin up own 

numbers to effect this rotation the Y index of each selected event 

"'_.-
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was also eliminated, leaving only a B-B correlation. (Actually this 

compression was performed at the very final step, but this was a quirk 

of the computer programs used-.) But for a given B ,only about half up 

of the bottom array needed to be considered to get a good profile of 

the event distribution about the elastic opening angle. So the final 

result was a 56 X 30 B -Bd opening-angle correlation matrix, extract-up own 

ed on the basis of coplanarity. 

Actually it was convenient in each scan through the PDP-5 tapes 

storing the unreduced matrix to divide events into five groups depending 

on how they satisfied the coplanarity requirement. The middle group 

consisted of events which fell into what was called ~-~ stripe 3. They 

were the most coplanar. Groups 2 and 4 contained those events in ~-~ 

stripes 2 and 4 where the ~d bin slightly failed coplanarity to the own 

beam's right and left, respectively. Events in ~-~ stripes 1 and 5 

were grossly non-coplanar to the right and left. Events in stripes 

1 and 5 were discarded, but separate 56 X 30 B-B matrices were simul-

taneously constructed for the other three stripes. 

The term !f~_~ stripe" arose because of their appearance in a 

slice through the original matrix in the ~ -~d plane. Finite bin up own 

and target size, Coulomb scattering, and roundoff errors dictated that 

in general several ~d bins needed to be considered coplanar to each own 

~ bin for given e ,Bdown ' X, and Y. The result of the computer's up up 

actual calculation of one such ~-~ coplanarity correlation is shown in 

Fig. 10. The widths of the stripes shown there are typical of those 
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Fig. 10. Typical examples of the ~up-~down bin correlations 
required for an event to be coplanar. The meaning 
and use of "stripe 1", "stripe 2", etc. are explained 
in the text. The roughness of the dotted lines results 
from requiring that for each ~uP bin, stripes 2, 3, and 
4 all have the same width in th~ ~down X BL677-3678 
direction. In the case shown here, it was 
assumed that the pion passed through the center X bin of 
the beam hodoscope and scattered into the up array. 

-. 
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used in practice. The point in explaining this coplanarity treatment 

in such detail is that the relative appearance of the hydrogen peak in 

stripes 2, 3, and 4 for given e angles was the deciding factor in up 

the background suppression discussed next. The usefulness of this 

coplanarity-stripes concept lay in the fact that their width and posi-

tion were programmed to be adjustable. This was one of the main wea-

pons against background. 

3. Background Suppression 

Using the general reduction process just described, for each 

block of data in Table III several preliminary surveys were made of 

the distribution of counts recorded on the PDP-5 tapes. The goal was 

to suppress the background by making the coplanarity condition as 

exacting as possible consistent with not losing too many elastic events. 

The basic hodoscope dimensions and positions involved in the 

coplanarity calculation were known from surveys made both before and 

after the experiment (and found in good agreement). But in the case 

of the X-hodoscope the flux distribution of the beam made the effective 

centers of these counters somewhat different from their physical centers 

and slightly variable from one energy to another. 

So the best position to use in the final data reduction was 

determined experimentally. First the width of the ~-stripes was 

artificially narrowed so that part of the elastic peak would overflow 

into stripes 2 and 4. Then the computer scanned the entire block of 

data, picking out events involving selected e bins. For each such up 
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event the coplanarity calculation was done several times using differ-

ent positions for the X counter involved. Finally the ed count dis-own 

tributions for each e and each position of each X counter were plotted. up 

It was possible to choose to within a quarter inch the position which 

best centered the elastic peak in stripe 3 for each e and each X counup 

ter. This best position for a given X was always the same for each 

e
up 

, as it should have been, indicating that the arrays were not tilted. 

The effective center of each X counter defined in this manner was used 

in subsequent handling of that block of data. 

The next step was to determine how narrow the center stripe 

could be made and still include most of the elastic peak. The para-

meter determining the stripe width was called PHIWID and was the magni-

fication factor introduced in projecting onto the lower array the conju-

gate of the eup bin which fired. Events were in stripe 3 if they fell 

into any of the ed bins covered by this projection, in stripe 2 if own 

they fell one projection to the right, etc. This factor was not indepen-

dent of eup , so the up array was divided into the four sections shown 

in Fig. 6 and the best PHIWID determined for each. These PHIWID's were 

selected in a manner analogous to that of the X positions. The entire 

block of data was scanned and each event involving selected e bins 
up 

was processed several times using various PHIWIDs. A ed distribu-own 

tion was plotted for each e and each PHIWID, and the best PHIWID up 

chosen on the basis of the peak-to-background ratios in stripe 3. 

The final step in this phase of the data reduction was to make 
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one more scan through the PDP-5 tapes, and,using the optimized copla

narity criterion, to construct and record the 56 X 30 8 -8 correup down 

lation matrix for each run. 

4. Selection of Elastic Events 

Then the 8-8 matrices for all runs in a given block of data 

were summed together and the ed distribution plotted for each 8 own up 

Usually the elastic peak stood out clearly and the e bins contain-
down 

ing it could be chosen for the final run-by-run analysis. Sample distri-

butions are shown in Fig. 11. But some comments are needed. 

So far, the question of whether it was the pion or proton which 

went into the upper array has been avoided for simplicity. But usually 

there was some region of the upper array where either event was possible 

and a distinction had to be made. In general the conjugate down parti-

cle would be expected in different regions of the down array in the two ' 

cases. Figure 11 shows instances where both elastic peaks stand out, 

well separated. In such cases the coplanarity calculation is somewhat 

different for the two types of events because of the difference in 

momenta and bending in the target's magnetic field. Still, both parti-

cles have the same charge, and the bending is not too great. If both 

peaks can be seen at all, they are both visible when the coplanarity 

reduction is done under either assumption. Figure 11, in fact, was 

obtained using rr-up kinematics on all events. The general procedure 

adopted was to reduce a block of data assuming all pions went up, then 

if a rr-down peak appeared, the whole analysis was repeated with the 
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Fig. 11. Typical distributions of counts in the edown bins for 
some particular beam momenta and eup bins. The solid 
lines are the coplanar events obtained from the polari
zed target. The dashed lines are norma- XBL677-3677 
lized estimates of the background) obtained in the 
1.284 GeV/c case from a dummy target containing no 
free protons} and in the other three cases from off
coplanar events from the polarized target. The arrows 
show the positions of the ~p and ndown elastic peaks 
predicted by kinematic calcUlations. 
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opposite assumption. 

There are several reasons why the pions going down never stood 

out so prominantly as those going up. First, for all but the highest 

e
up 

bins the edown event was more backward in the center-of-mass and 

thus had generally smaller cross section. Second, those n-down events 

involving the lower e bins had their conjugate protons going into the up 

ed bins nearest the target where background was always high. (This own 

background was much reduced towards the end of the experiment, though, 

after the poleface anticounters were installed and the positron beam 

contamination eliminated. Then more n-down events were visible and 

data were obtained over a wider range of center-of-mass angles.) Finally, 

at lower center-of-mass angles with higher n-down cross sections, the 

transformation to the lab is such that a given e bin is conjugate to up 

from two-to five-times as many ed bins. The elastic peak is more own 

smeared out and tends to be lost in the background. Data at these angles, 

though, is supplied ade~uately by n-up events alone. 

Even when the n-down peak is not visible, however, its predicted 

location is of interest because of how the background subtraction was 

performed. There is further discussion of this below, but the point 

to be made here is that the subtraction was normalized to the "tails" 

of the ed distribution, i.e., the counts in those bins far enough own 

away from the elastic peak to be free of events whose distribution is 

affected by the polarization of the target. Thus it is important to 

keep n-down polarization from biasing the n-up background subtraction, 
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so in choosing the limits of the 1C-Up "tails" care was taken not to 

include any 9
d 

bins which might reasonably be expected to contain 
own 

an appreciable fraction of elastic 1C-down events. And of course 1C-Up 

background contamination was treated similiarly when subtracting back-

ground from 1C-down elastic peaks. 

There remains the more serious problem of when 1C-Up and 1C-down 

events are indistinguishable kinematically. When the target1s magnetic 

field was in the normal direction, at each energy there was always some 

lab angle such that no matter which of the proton or pion went up or 

down, the same e and 9d bins were conjugate for elastic events. up own 

In such cases the lab momenta of the proton and pion are equal: and so 

are the center-of-mass scattering angles for 1C-Up or 1C-down events. 

It is vital to distinguish among such ambiguous events because 

if there is a non-zero asymmetry at that center-of-mass angle, any 

wrongly classified events will dilute it. For a given target polari-

zation 1C-Up and 1C-doIDl events will contribute to opposite sides of the 

asymmetry. This was the reason for the Cerenkov counter C mentioned 
a 

in Section II-D. The ambiguous angle changed depending on the beam 

momentum, so C was moved to cover the twenty OJ;:" so 9
d 

bins centered a own 

on the critical angle. Whether or not there was a C pulse was used to 
a 

divide events in the questionable ed bins into two classes. A pion own 

was considered to have gone down only if C had fired. This procedure 
a 

left the 1C-Up asymmetry at the mercy of the efficiency of C , but can 
a 

be justified on several counts. The Cerenkov counter was conservatively 
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designed and several times was carefully checked to be performing well. 

At all momenta where either type of event was detectable at this angle, 

the differential cross-section transformation from center-of-mass to 

lab always limited the expected ratio of ~-down to ~-up events to a 

fairly small fraction (one-half at 2535 MeV/c down to one-fifth at 

745 MeV/c). In the few instances where the limited statistics in the 

~-down elastic peak centered over C made an asymmetry calculation 
a 

meaningful, the result agreed well with the comparable ~-up calculation. 

And finally, at all energies where the polarization parameter was calcu-

lated from events classified as ~-up simply by the absence of a Ca pulse, 

its absolute value never displayed an anomalous dip at the ambiguous angle. 

In spite of these reassurances, though, when the ~-up and ~-down peaks 

were nearly but not quite overlapping, the choice of the ed bins own 

defined to contain the elastic peak was biased away from the ambiguity 

as an extra precaution, even at the possible expense of some statistics. 

For instance, if the ~-up elastic peak appeared to cover three ed own 

bins and the center of the ~-down peal~ was predicted to lie only four 

ed bins lower than that of the ~-up peak, then the counts in the own 

lowest of the three ~-up peak bins were not used in the analysis. 

5. Background Subtraction 

Even after the background suppression discussed above, it was 

always the case that a significant number of the events in the elastic 

peak region did not come from free protons. This fraction had to be 

subtracted from the total, of course, before the asymmetry for scattering 
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off the polarized protons could be computed. Two basically different 

methods were used to accomplish this, and they confirmed each other by 

giving almost identical results. 

At some momenta dummy-target data were taken under conditions 

as closely paralleling those of the polarized-target data as possible. 

The only difference was that the LMN crystal target was replaced by 

one of similar heavy-element composition, but containing no free pro-

tons. Th=se dummy data were then normalized to the real data as mention-

ed above by equalizing the total counts in ad bins well away from 
own 

the elastic peak region. The total counts in the elastic peak region 

of the crystal data minus the normalized total counts in the same 

region of the dummy data was used to calculate the final polarization 

parameter. (See next section.) 

The other subtraction procedure used the non-coplanar events 

accumulated while the LMN crystal target was in place to estimate the 

size of the background under the elastic peak. In the terminology 

of Section III-B-3, the ~-~ stripes 2 and 4 were displaced safely (two 

or three ~d bins) to the sides of stripe 3; and then whatever events own 

fell into them were considered background. The assumption was that the 

shape of this background was the same as that which fell into stripe 3. 

Normalization again was to the total counts in the region away from the 

elastic peak in the a-direction. 

These two subtraction procedures were compared directly at the 

six of fifteen momenta where dummy dat~ were taken. (See Table III.) 
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Except for target-magnet-normal data involving up Array III} the final 

results were found to be in excellent agreement in every case. Where 

raw asymmetries were small or zero and peak-to-background ratios good} 

this was not surprising. But the finding was the same even when there 

was appreciable asymmetry. As an example} the polarization parameter 

calculated with each type of background subtraction at 1284 MeV/c is 

shown in Fig. 12. The conclusion was that at all momenta the back-

ground constructed from off-coplnar events was a faithful estimate of 

the true background except in Array III. As an additional safeguard} 

regardless of the subtraction method used} the dummy and real data 

were checked for consistency. It was required that the normalization 

factors computed from counts in the tails of each ed distribution own 

on the left and the right and from one e to another all agree within up 

statistics for each block of data. 

Except in the lowest part of the upper array} these criteria 

were always reasonably satisfied. The trouble with the lower e up 

in the ~ direction (Fig. 6)} up 
bins resulted from~ir narrowness 

combined with the fact that when the target magnetic field was in 

the normal direction they were usually conjugate to e
d 

bins inside 
own 

the magnet gap and thus also narrow in the ~d direction. This made own 

it impossible to detect enough non-coplanar events to estimate back-

ground from the non-coplanar events alone. When dummy-target back-

ground data were available} there was no problem. Likewise} with the 

target magnetic field reversed these e bins were conjugate to the 
up 
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wide section of the down array where non-coplanar counters existed, and 

there was no problem. But with the target field normal if only the off-

coplanar events were used to estimate background, the estimate was usually 

unreasonably low. The solution adopted was to estimate the background 

under the elastic peaks conjugate to the eleven lowest e bins by up 

direct inspection of the ed distribution plots. The reliability of own 

this more subjective treatment was supported by its good agreement with 

the real target results and by data taken at some momenta with the tar-

get magnet reversed. Figure 12 also compares results obtained with these 

two signs of the target magnetic field. Note the better agreement between 

results of dummy-target and off-coplanar background subtraction when the 

target magnet was reversed and Array III not involved. 

A particularly annoying background problem experienced at low 

momenta early in the experiment was the result of a positron contamina-

tion of the beam. Although relatively few such particles hit the target, 

that target constituted 1/3 radiation length of material, and so those 

which did stood an appreciable chance of creating a bremsstrahlung 

gamma ray which would convert to an electron-positron pair. These 

final particles had momenta nearly colinear with the beam, so the target's 

horizontal magnetic field deflected one of them into each hodoscope. The 

resulting "event" was almost exactly in the vertical plane bisecting the 

arrays and so was automatically coplanar. The background contributed in 

this way was especially troublesome because its shape could not be esti-

mated from non-coplanar events alone. 
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At momenta above 1 GeV/c there were too few positrons in the 

beam to be worrisome, and after the lead sheet was inserted, at the 

first focus there were essentially none at any momenta. But at the 

two lowest momenta reported here, this background had to be reduced 

artificially if the data were to be useful at more than a very few 

angles. The solution was to ignore events in or very near the verti-

cal plane, both in summing the counts in the elastic peak and in compu-

ting the background from non-coplanar events. In effect the middle 

three of the cp bins and middle three of the cPd bins were turned up own 

off. This discarded a good fraction of the real elastic events but 

almost all of the electron lIevents". An example of the net improve-

ment obtained is shown in Fig. 13. The resulting good peak-to-

background ratios and consistency in normalizing the Off-coplanar 

background to the non-elastic peak regions support the validity of 

the final results obtained this way. 

--..... 
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e bin number down 

XBL677-3679 

Distributions of coplanar e counts obtained 
before (left) and after (ri~~ suppressing the 
center three ~ bins to reduce the background 
caused by positron contamination in the beam. 
The data shown are for eu bins 40 and 41) sum
med together, (cos ec~=.l~ for nup events) and 
were taken at 745 MeV/c before a lead sheet was 
placed in the beam at Fl' 
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C. Calculation of the Polarization Parameter 

1. Mathematical Procedure 

Use of the simple expressions (II-3 and II-4) was somewhat compli-

cated in practice by the problems of background subtraction and of comb in-

ing the results from the different runs in one block of data. In this 

section the formulae actually used to compute the polarization parameter 

P and its statistical error ~ will be explained. 

Just as a block of runs was the basic collection of data to be 

analyzed together, the run itself was the basic collection of counts to 

be considered together. We will adopt the following conventions and 

notation: 

The subscripts i and j will vary with run number. i will refer 

to runs being used for their hydrogen counts and j to runs 

being used to calculate background. (When the Off-coplanar 

method discussed in the last section is used to estimate 

background, i and j can actually refer to the same run, 

but in different contexts. When dummy-target data is used, 

the hydrogen and background runs are physically distinct.) 

The subscript k and c.m. angle e (or Bk ) will vary with e up 

bin number. 

Nik=Ni(ek ) is the total number of coplanar counts for the ith 

run of real crystal data in those e
d 

bins of the 
own 

56 x 30 correlation matrix which have been selected as 

-. 

defining the elastic peak region for e bin k at angle eke up ~ 
y 
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Djk=Dj(ek ) is the analogous number of coplanar elastic-peak

region counts for the jth run of dummy target data, or 

of the off-coplanar elastic peak region counts of simu-

lated dummy, depending on which type of background sub-

traction is to be used. 

M. is the number of monitor counts for the ith run of crystal 
J. 

data; 

M. is the number of monitor counts for the jth run of dummy 
J 

data, or simulated dummy data. Mi or Mj is the total 

counts .in the non-elastic-peak region of the 56x30 e-e 

matrix for run i or j. Specifically, for each e ,the up 

ed counts are first summed over all the e
d 

bins 
own own 

which are safely non-conjugate to that e for elastic up 

n or nd events. Then these numbers are summed over up own 

all the e bins for run i or j to get M. or M.o All MJ.' up J. J 

and those M. corresponding to dummy-target runs are calcu
J 

lated from coplanar events, since that is the way the e-e 

matrix is constructed. The M. of simulated dummy runs, 
J 

however, are calculated from the same Off-coplanar region 

in the ~ direction that is used to construct the Djko 

Thus in general M. I M., even if i and j refer to the 
J. J 

same physical run. 

Pi is the algebraic value of the target polarization during 

the ith run. 
~ A 

Pi is positive when PT is parallel to n, 

negative when antiparallel. 
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A basic assumption un~erlying the background subtraction method 

is that the shape of the background is the same for the whole block of 

runs being analyzed together; only its size should vary from run to run, 

and then in proportion to the monitor. So for 'each k (e bin) under up 

the hydrogen peak there is a unique amount of background per unit 

monitor, given by 

LDjk 

bk == 
~ (III-l) 

LMj 
j 

From this one predicts the actual background at angle k in a particular 

run i to be 

(III-2) 

And so the number of events coming from free hydrogen, normalized to unit 

monitor, is 

(III-3) 

This is the counting rate which is related to the polarization parameter 

according to Eq.(II-2)by 

used to 

of runs 

(III-4) 

Now p. and R. k vary with i, so the method of least squares is 
]. ]. 

so~ve Eq.(III-~ for a single value of pee ) for the whole block 
k 

1. The quantity to be minimized with respect to :to and P is 

J == (R. - I - p. I p)2 
]. 0 ]. 0 (III-5) 
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where the factor M. is included to give proper statistical weight to 
~ 

the ith run, and the subscripts j have been suppressed for clarity. 

The conditions for a minimum are 

dJ 
=~dt~I~P~) 

o ° . (III-6) 

From Eg. ~II-G it is straightforward to relate P and the statistical 

error 6P to the various counting rates mentioned above. The details 

are given in the Appendix. 

2. Consistency Checks and Data Combination 

Though the number of different blocks of data listed in Table III 

complicated the process of calculating the final results, it did serve 

to provide a variety of consistency checks on those results. In fact 

at only four of the fifteen momenta was there no comparison possible 

between results of data taken in independent blocks. At the other 

momenta the variations in experimental conditions among the different 

blocks of data allowed several types of consistency checks. 

At each of the momenta 745, 1024, 1690, 1869, 1988, and 2535 

MeV/c there were at least two distinct periods of data-taking each 

involving the same target magnet polarity and lab geometry. The results 

of such separate periods of running should agree at all angles for each 

beam momentum. This was checked and found to be so, within statistical 

fluctuations, in every case. In about half of these cases, experimental 

conditions other than the geometry had been changed somewhat between the 

times the different blocks of data were accumuled. For instance, at 
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1690 and 1869 MeV/c, the poleface anticounters PR and PL were installed 

between the two times data were taken at each momentum. Though this 

sort of change usually affected the quality of the data--in signal-

to-noise ratios, for instance--in no case did it significantly change 

the result of the final calculation of the polarization parameter. 

At each of the momenta 1155, 1284, 1441, and 1570 MeV/c, data 

were taken with both polarities of the target magnetic field. The 

primary reason for this was to make events at backward center-of-mass 

angles visible by bending the positive final-state particles upward 

in the lab. This deflected backscattered pions into the lower Array I. 

But it also allowed forward-scattered pions to hit the higher part of 

the upper arrays while their conjugate protons scattered downward into 

Array II. This provided a particularly gratifying check on the validity 

of the background subtraction method (discussed in Section III-B-5) which 

was used for forward-angle rr-up events with the target magnetic field 

in the normal direction. 

At all momenta and for all data blocks there was available the 

bin-to-bin consistency check. In no instance was an anomalous varia-

tion noted between the polarization parameter calculated from counts 

in adjacent e bins (unless some array co~~ter actually was not workup 

ing--and the few instances when this happened were readily detected.) 

An example of a bin-by-bin calculation of the polarization parameter 

at 1441 MeV/c is shown in Fig. 14. 

In the final results reported below, the results of these 

-. 

,.' 
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separate analyses of the different blocks of data have been combined 

where they overlap in energy and angle. Also, the results of the 

calculation of the polarization parameter from counts in adjacent 

e bins have been averaged over groups of from two to four bins. up 

The actual number of bins combined in a given instance depended on how 

rapidly the polarization parameter appeared to be changing as a func-

tion of angle. In all cases the final result reported below has been 

calculated with weighting matching the statistical accuracy of the 

points involved. The formulae used were the customary ones: 

P == 

2: (.0Jl
k

) -2Pk 

2: (.0Jl
k

) -2 
; , 

where the Pk and .0Jlk are the values and statistical errors of the 

polarization parameter calculated from the e bins to be combined. 
up 
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3. Errors 

The principal source of error in all the data was simply statis

tical fluctuations in counting rates. Throughout the experiment the 

emphasis was on obtaining moderately good information at as many differ

ent energies and angles as possible with the intention of providing data 

for phase shift analyses of the ~N system, rather than on accumulating 

very good data at only a few points. 

But there is also a possible systematic error of ±8% associated 

mainly with inaccurate measurement of the target polarization. This 

would have the effect of changing the scale against which the polari

zation results are quoted. This error results from uncertainty con

cerning how accurately the NMR polarization signal in the course of data

taking run can be measured, how well that signal represents the true aver

age target polarization during that run, and how absolutely that signal 

can be normalized. Error in the first and second cases is probably about 

±3% each, judging from repeated measurements under stable conditions. 

The final normalization, though, relies on how well the thermal equilib

rium (TE) polarization can be known and used to calibrate the system. 

Even if it is reasonably assumed that the crystals are at the temperature 

of their helium bath and that that temperature is well known by an accu

rate McCleod-gauge vapor-pressure measurement, the detected TE NMR signal 

is small and noisy enough to be unreproducible by ±5% over short periods of 

of time, and the whole detection system seems to have enough slow drift 

to make the short-term averages not repeatable over 12-24 hour periods 

to more than another ±5%. Combining these uncertainties gives the quoted 
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8% systematic error. 

Concerning the topic of measuring target polarization, it is 

worth mentioning that there are differences in the techni~ues used at 

the various laboratories which have polarized targets. In this experi

ment the NMR fre~uency was swept slowly through the proton resonance. 

A complete sweep took about two minutes. Both the change in the rf 

power level in the NMR circuit and the derivative of that change were 

recorded for later computer calculation of the target polarization. 

In contrast} the European laboratories in recent experiment_s have used 

a fast (milliseconds) sweep through the resonance, repeated frequently, 

and allowing on-line computation of the target polarization by analog 

methods. They tend to report consistently higher target polarizations 

than we do. And for a given observed scattering asymmetry, higher 

target polarizations give lower (absolute) values of the polarization 

parameter. 

See Ref. 39 for a more complete discussion of the types of 

polarization detection systems currently in use. 
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IV. FINAL RESULTS 

Tables IV through XVIII and Figures 15 through 29 give the final 

results of the polarization calculation and data combination discussed 

in Section III-C. The errors quoted and shown are only the purely 

statistical ones discussed in III-C-l and the Appendix. The ±8% systematic 

error estimated in Section III-C-3 is not included. Its effect is to 

introduce a ±8% uncertainty in the scale against which the polarization 

is quoted and plotted. 

The angular ranges over which results were obtained were limited 

by several factors. At some momenta data were taken only with the 

polarized target magnetic field in the normal direction, and at the lower 

momenta this left the backward angles inaccessible. This was the chief 

backward limitation on the data up through 1084 MeV/C. 

At all momenta the forward limitation was the requirement that 

the recoil proton have more than about 350 MeV/c momentum to escape the 

target and be detected reliably. 

Finally there was the problem of cross sections being too small 

to permit the elastic peak to stand out above background. Fifty ~b/sr, 

center-of-mass, was about the limit under best conditions. This was 

the principal backward limitation on the higher momenta results. And 

it was a limitation at backward angles aggravated at all momenta by 

the fact that pions had to be detected in down Array I near the target 

where background was highest. 

Agreement of the results of this experiment with similar existing 
19 

data is good where such data does exist. Also in good agreement with 
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is the result of a test run which measured p~p 

polarization with the same experimental setup described here, unchanged 

except for tuning the beam to 1390 MeV/c (kinetic energy = 738 MeV) 

protons. This provided a check of the target polarization calculations 

as well as of the counting apparatus. The results of this p-p polari-

zation measurement are given in Table XIX. 
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Table IV. Polarization parameter pee) in ~+p scattering. The error 

&(e) is.statistical only and does not include i:.he syste-

matic error discussed in Section III-C-3. 

P1ab=.745 GeV/c T1ab =.618 GeV E =1.524 GeV cm 

Cos e -t pee) &(e) cm --
.510 .208 -.28 .13 

.466 .227 -.24 .11 

.419 .247 -.19 .09 

.362 .271 -.20 .08 

·303 .297 -.25 .09 

.243 ·322 -.09 .10 

.183 .347 -.04 .12 

.124 .373 -.21 .12 

.054 .402 -.19 .13 

-.042 .443 -.17 .17 
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Polarization parameter in n+p elastic scattering for an incident 
pion momentum of 0.745 GeV/c. The errors shown are statistical 
only and do not include the ±8% systematic error discussed in 
Section III-C-3. This systematic error comes from inaccurate 
knowledge of the target polarization and results in an 8% uncer
tainty in the scale against which the polarization parameter is 
plotted. 
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Polarization parameter p(e) in ~+p scattering. The error 

6P(e) is statistical only and does not include the syste-

matic error d-iScu.ssed. in Section III-C-3. 

P1ab=.895 GeV/c T1ab =.766 GeV E =1.612 GeV cm 

Cos e -t p(e) 6P(e) cm 

.601 .170 -.20 .13 

.549 .192 -.15 .12 

.503 .211 .04 .11 

.451 .233 -.14 .09 

.391 .259 -.21 .09 

.329 .285 -.19 .10 

.268 .311 -.10 .12 

.207 .337 .00 .13 

.145 .364 .04 .16 

.055 .402 -.05 .15 

-.046 .445 .22 .22 
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Table VI . .. Polarization parameter p(e) in ~+p scattering. The error 

&(e) is statistical only and does not include the syste-

matic error discussed in Section III-C-3. 

Plab=1.024 GeV/c Tlab =.894 GeV E =1.685 GeV cm 

Cos 'e -t pee) &(e) cm --
.749 .164 -.05 .23 

.693 .201 .27 .14 

.622 .247 .22 .08 

.583 .273 .15 .07 

.537 .303 .13 .06 

.484 .338 .08 .06 

.422 .378 .12 .07 

.360 .419 .09 .06 

.297 .460 .11 .07 

.234 .501 .11 .07 

.170 .542 .09 .08 

.078 .603 ·31 .09 

-.025 .671 .42 .10 

-.104 ·722 .55 .22 
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Table VII. Polarization parameter pee) in n+p scattering. The error 

&(e) is statistical only and does not include the syste

matic error discussed in Section III-C-3. 

Plab =1.081~ GeV/c Tlab=.953 GeV E =1.718 GeV cm 

Cos e -t pee) &(0) cm 

.746 .179 .26 .15 

.670 .233 .29 .13 

.607 .277 .22 .09 

.561 .309 .09 .08 

.510 .345 .12 .07 

.449 .389 .10 .07 

.386 .433 -.02 .08 

·322 .478 -.03 .10 

.259 .523 -.05 .12 

.195 .567 .10 .11 

.111 .627 .05 .13 

.006 ·701 .18 .14 

-.088 .767 .16 .25 
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Table VIII. Polarization parameter pee) in ~+p scattering. The error 

6P(e) is statistical only and does not include the syste-

matic error discussed in Section III-C-j. 

Plab =1.155 GeV/c Tlab =1.024 GeV E =1.756 GeV cm 

Cos e -t p(e) 6P(e) cm 

.787 .163 .64 .12 

·755 .188 .65 .15 

·727 .209 .35 .11 

.642 .274 .26 .08 

.596 .309 .30 .06 

.549 .346 .14 .06 

.491 ·390 .12 .06 

.428 .438 .20 .06 

.364 .487 .05 .06 

.299 .537 -.03 .08 

.235 .586 .06 .09 

.166 .639 .00 .09 

.064 ·717 .04 .11 

- .040 .796 .00 .13 

-.103 .845 .00 .25 

-.928 1.476 .46 .12 

-.960 1.500 .10 .10 
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Table IX. Polarization parameter pee) in ~+p scattering. The error 

&(e) is statistical only and does not include the syste-

matic error discussed in Section III-C-3. 

Plab=1.284 GeV/c Tlab =1.152 GeV E =1.823 GeV cm 

Cos e -t pee) &(e) cm --
.826 .152 ·70 .10 

.781 .192 .85 .07 

·737 .230 .81 .06 

.706 .258 .63 .08 

.665 .293 .54 .12 

.631 .323 .50 .08 

.596 .355 .22 .07 

.559 .387 .21 .08 

.51)+ .426 .06 .08 

.466 .469 -.08 .09 

.417 .512 -.09 .10 

.367 .555 -.28 .11 

.318 .598 -.46 .12 

.260 .649 -.43 .15 

.193 ·707 -.48 .17 

.096 .793 -.82 .23 
-.011 .887 -·90 .25 
-.092 .958 -.95 .35 
-.523 1.336 .12 .26 
-.639 1.437 .37 .24 

". -·752 1.536 .63 ·31 
- .830 1.605 .35 .23 
-.880 1.649 .13 .13 " 

-.922 1.686 .11 .08 
-.956 1.715 -.12 .08 
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Polarization parameter p(e) in ~+p scattering. The error 

6P(e) is statistical only and does not include the syste-

matic error discussed in Section III-C-3. 

Plab=1.352 GeV/c Tlab =1.220 GeV E =1.857 GeV cm 

Cos e -t p(e) 6P(e) cm --

.831 .159 .89 .14 

·778 .208 .80 .11 

·709 .273 ·70 .10 

.644 .333 .63 .10 

.603 .372 ... 64 .11 

.572 .401 .19 .17 

.536 .435 .01 .12 

.470 .488 -.14 .11 

.413 .549 -.35 .11 

.346 .612 -.58 .13 

.280 .675 - .87 .14 

.213 ·737 - .84 .17 

.139 .806 -1.02 .16 

.056 .884 ~.65 .16 
-.024 .959 -.02 .16 

-.093 1.023 .11 .19 
-.215 1.138 -.51 .29 
-.316 1.232 .33 .22 
-.403 1.314 .18 .18 

-.477 1.383 .24 .17 
-.560 1.461 .22 .27 
-.679 1.572 .69 .29 
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Table XI. Polarization parameter p(Q) in ~+p scattering. The error 

6P(e) is statistical only and does not include the 

systematic error discussed in Section III-C-3. 

Plab=1.441 GeV/c T1ab =1. 308 GeV E =1.902 GeV cm 

Cos e -t p(e) 6P(e) cm 

.861 .141 .47 .16 

.835 .167 ·71 .08 

.801 .202 ·75 .05 

.765 .238 .83 .05 
·721 .282 1.00 .06 
.676 .328 .98 .06 
.641 .363 .82 .07 
·598 .408 .69 .10 
·558 .449 .64 .13 
·518 .489 ·59 .15 
.493 ·514 .19 .22 
.460 ·548 -.35 .15 
.401 .608 - .62 .15 
.333 .677 -·92 .18 
.265 ·746 - ·79 .19 
.215 ·797 - .43 .17 
.125 .887 - .29 .16 
.015 1.000 -.12 .14 

-.107 1.121 -.08 .13 
-.234 1.252 -.11 .22 
-.334 1.353 - .21 .22 
-.421 1.441 - .24 .23 
-.489 1·507 .12 .12 
-.614 1.637 .29 .16 
-·730 1.755 ·52 .41 
-.804 1.830 .96 .43 
-.858 1.885 .49 .20 
-·900 1·927 .13 .13 
-·930 1.958 -.07 .10 
-.955 1.984 -.05 .10 
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Table XII. Polarization parameter p(Q) . + tt' ln n p sca erlng. The error 

&(e) is statistical only and does not include the 

systematic error discussed in Section III-C-3. 

Plab::::1. 570 GeV / c T1ab::::1.437 GeV E ::::1.964 GeV cm 

Cos e -t p(e) &(8) cm 

.880 .135 .05 .34 

.853 .165 .48 .07 

.818 .205 .45 .06 
·790 .237 .47 .08 
·766 .263 ·59 .06 
·732 .302 .76 .09 
.689 .350 ·77 .07 
.648 .396 .85 .09 
.609 .440 .89 .15 
·557 ·500 .47 .21 
.490 ·575 .27 .37 
.422 .653 .22 .25 
.352 ·731 -.05 .25 
.283 .809 .38 .24 
.214 .887 -.02 .18 
.123 ·990 -.10 .19 
.011 1.116 .29 .24 

-.090 1.230 .42 .27 
-.229 1.387 .22 .27 
-.330 1·501 "-.20 .32 
-.411 1.587 .29 .14 
-·502 1.690 .02 .13 
-.636 1.846 .16 .26 
- ·741 1·959 1.17 .65 
-.804 2.036 ·99 .62 
-.859 2.098 .05 .20 
-·907 2.152 -.06 .13 
- .945 2.195 -.01 .13 

-. 
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Table XIII. Polarization parameter pee) in n+p scattering. The error 

~(e) is statistical only and does not include the syste

matic error discussed in Section III-C-3 • 

Cos e cm 

.887 

.860 

.830 

·799 
.765 
.704 
.680 

.655 

.630 

.598 

.545 

.476 

.405 

.334 

·303 
.264 

.148 

.090 

-.023 

-.111 

-.218 

-.320 
-.416 

-.494 

-.565 

-t 

.140 

.173 

.209 

.249 

.290 

.366 

.396 

.426 

.457 

.497 

.562 

.648 

.734 

.822 

.861 

·909 
1.053 
1.124 

1.263 

1.371 
1.505 

1.631 

1.749 
1.845 

1.933 

pee) 

.25 

.31 

.43 

.40 

.45 

.42 

.53 

.47 

.60 

.83 

.87 

.86 

.90 

.98 

.84 

.82 

.40 

.57 

.42 

·33 
.16 

-.23 
.00 

.05 

-.06 

E =2.020 GeV cm 

~(e) 

.08 

.05 

.04 

.05 

.05 

.08 

.08 

.09 

.11 

.12 

.14 

.16 

.16 

.13 

.21 

.14 

.25 

.10 

.11 

.16 

.25 

.27 

.25 

.21 

.21 
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Table XIV. Polarization parameter pee) in n+p scattering. The error 

6P(e) is statistical only and does not include the syste-

matic error discussed in Section III-C-3 • 

Plab=1.869 GeV/c Tlab=1.735 GeV E =2.102 GeV cm 

Cos e -t p(e) 6P(e) cm --
.897 .144 .43 .14 

.870 .181 .30 .08 

.841 .223 .24 .06 

.808 .267 ·32 .06 

.774 .316 .39 .06 

·711 .403 .30 .09 

.674 .455 .49 .08 

.622 .527 .35 .11 

.564 .608 .60 .14 

.494 ·705 .94 .20 

.422 .806 1.29 .15 

.349 .908 .88 .11 

.277 1.001 ·92 .12 

.205 1.109 .85 .13 

.110 1.242 .87 .20 
-.006 1.403 .80 .16 
-.108 1.547 .46 .22 
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Fig. 25. Polarization parameter in ~+p elastic scattering for an incident 
pion momentum of 1.869 GeV/c. The errors shown arestatistical 
only and do not include the ±8% systematic error discussed in 
Section III-C-3. This systematic error comes from inaccurate 
knowledge of the target polarization and results in an 8% UIlcer
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plotted. 
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Table XV. Polarization parameter pee) . + tt· ln ~ p sca erlng. The error 

6P(e) is statistical only and does not - inc-lude the syste-

matic error discussed in Section III-C-3 • 
. -. 

P1ab =1.988 GeV/c T1ab =1.853 GeV E =2.154 GeV cm 

Cos e cm -t pee) 6P(e) 

.890 .166 .29 .05 

.861 .208 .36 .04 

.830 .255 .28 .04 

.796 .306 .32 .06 

.746 .382 ·30 .06 

.696 .456 .29 .08 

.658 .514 .19 .07 

.618 .574 .29 .10 

.574 .640 .23 .12 

.530 .706 .43 .20 

.485 .774 .69 .18 

.~20 .871 ·79 .21 

.346 .983 ·90 .17 

.272 1.094 ,'78 .16 

.200 1.203 .85 .16 

.103 1.348 .85 .16 
-.014 1.524 ·72 .23 
-.117 1.679 .40 .34 
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Fig. 26. Polarization parameter in ~+p elastic scattering for an incident 
pion momentum of 1.988 GeV/c. The errors shown are statistical 
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knowledge of the target polarization and results in an 8% uncer
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Table XVI. Polarization parameter p(e) in ~+p scattering. The error 

6P(e) is statistical only and does not include the syste-

matic error discussed in Section III-C-3 • 

P1ab=2.535 GeV/c T1ab=2.399 GeV E =2.380 GeV cm 

Cos e -t p(e) 6P(e) cm --
.921 .158 ~30 .07 

.894 .213 .33 .04 

.863 .274 .38 .04 

.829 .343 .37 .06 

.791 .417 .40 .08 

.709 .582 .23 .11 

.653 .693 .05 .11 

.594 .812 .36 .21 

.522 .957 .25 .19 
~442 1.115 .25 .18 

.362 1.275 .35 .24 

.283 1.435 .23 .30 

.204 1.591 -.04 .29 

.121 1.757 -.03 .27 

.003 1.995 -.14 ·32 
-.114 2.229 -.29 .37 
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Table XVII. Polarization parameter pee) in ~+p scattering. The error 

&(e) is statistical only and does not include the syste-

matic error discussed in Section III-C-3. 

Plab=3.260 GeV/c Tlab=3.124 GeV E =2.650 GeV cm 

Cos e -t pee) &(e) cm 

.932 .181 .31 .15 

.911 .237 .40 .11 

.889 .297 .42 .11 

.863 .364 .14 .14 

.843 .419 .10 .17 

.800 .534 .49 .27 
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Table XVIII. Polarization parameter p(e) in ~+p scattering. The error 

&(e) is statistical only and does not include the syste

matic error discussed in Section III-C-3. 

Plab=3.71f7 GeV/c Tlab=3.610 GeV E =2.Brr GeV cm 

Cos 0 -t pee) -&(8) em 

.931+ .207 .64 .18 

.919 .252 .0S .18 

·903 .302 .36 .18 

.886 .355 .60 .21 

.S68 .412 .32 .22 

.840 .472 .02 .30 

.828 .536 -.02 .34 
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Table XIX. Results of a calibration run which measured the polarization 

parameter in proton--proton elastic scattering at 1390 MeV/c 

(kinetic energy = 739 MeV). 

e pee) &(e) cm 
(degrees) 

40 .45 .06 

47 .52 .05 
56 ·53 .05 
62 .55 .04 
66 .43 .04 

72 ·35 .05 
78 .30 .05 
84 .14 .06 

90 .01 .08 
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V. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS 

A. Formalism 

1. Partial-Wave Expansion of the Amplitudes 

In non-relati vistic notati~on the wave function of a system 

involving a single spin-l/2 particle has two components and the corres-
44 

ponding density matrix p is a two-by-two matrix. 

P of the spin-l/2 particle is related to p by 

p tracep (1 + P'D), 
2 

The polarization 

(V-l) 

where a is the Pauli spin operator. Let M denote the two-by-two tran-

sition matrix which takes the rtN system from its initial state into 

its final state. It is easy to show that if parity is conserved in 

this transition, the most general form M can have is 

.-7 A 

M = f + g o'n , (V-2) 

where f and g are complex -valued fun'ctions of energy and angle, and n 

is the normal to the plane of the reaction defined in Section II. This 

follows from the fact that since there is no change in intrinsic parity 

between the initial and final states, M must be a scalar rather than 

a pseudoscalar. Thus terms like if.Ri or a'~f which change sign under 

parity inversion cannot appear in M. In fact the only scalar terms 

which can be constructed from the available kinematical quantities are 

.the two in (V -2) . The initial and final state density matrices are 

related by M according to 

; . 
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(V-3) 

Now the differential cross section, I, averaged over the final-

state polarizations is in general 

I = trace Pf . (v-4) 

And if there is no initial-state polarization, (V-l) gives that p., 
l 

normalized to unit intensity, is simply 1/2 times the two-by-two 

identity matrix. It follows from (V-3 and -4) that 

2 I 2 I = If I + gl . o 
(v -5a) 

But starting with the polarized initial state 

one obtains from (V-l through -5) that 

which is equation (11-2), and that 

* I P = 2 Ref g. o 
(v -5b) 

Equations (V-5) are the basic relation between the currently available 

experimental results and the functions f and g, called the "non-spin-

flip amplitude" and the "spin-flip amplitude", respectively. The spin 

rotation parameters mentioned in Section I can be expressed as com

binations of Ifl2 - Igl2 and 1mf*g, but they have not been experimentally 

measured yet . 
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Table XXa Scattering amplitudes for elastic pion-nucleon reactions. 

Process Amplitude 

+ + :J! +p-+:J! +p 

:J! +p-+:J! + P 

:J! +p-+:J! 0 
+ n 

M = f + g ~.n == M3/2 
+ + + 

f = f3/2 
+ 

g = g3/2 
+ 

M -+ A 1 3/2 2 1/2 = f + g (J·n = - M + - M 
- - 3 3 

f = l f3/2 + ~ f1/2 
3 3 

g = l g3/2 + ~ gl/2 
3 3 

M = f + g ~.B == .[2 (M3/2 _ M1/ 2) 
0 o 0 .3 

f = .[2 (f3/2 _ fl/2) 
0 3 

go = .[2 (g3/2 _ gl/2) 
3 
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The fact that the three processes of (1-1) are all observed can 

be taken into account by indexing all of the above by +,-, or 0 to 

indicate the charge state in ~uestion. Thus.one has f+, f_, fo; 

g+, g , g ; etc. But if the interaction is invariant under I-spin, 
- 0 

only four of these amplitudes are independent, since the nN system 

can have I = 1/2 or 3/2 only. The relations are given in Table XX. 

The energy dependence and angle dependence of the amplitudes can 

be separated by expanding f and g into series of partial-wave 
45 

amplitudes: 

00 

fI 1 2~ [(£ + 1) I PT~±l P2(cOS e) k T2± + 
2=0 

00 

I i L [T~+ TI l pl (cos e). g 
k 2- 2 

2=1 

Here k is the momentum and e the scattering angle in the center 

(v-6 ) 

of mass. 

T~± is the partial-wave amplitude corresponding to the nN state with 

isotopic spin I, orbital angular momentum 2, and the total angular 

momentum J = 2 + 1/2 or 2 - 1/2. P2 is the ordinary Legendre polynomial, 

and P~ is the first associated Legendre polynomial. 

(P~ (cos e) = sin e d(CO~ e) P2(cos e).) 

The use of expansions (v-6) in practice depends on the assumption 

that their convergence is sufficiently rapid that they can be replaced 

by finite sums, taken to some relatively small 2 
max It is the short-
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range character of the strong interactions which makes this plausible. 

If that range is r, then st~tes with £ large enough that kr « £ should 

not contribute significantly to the scattering amplitudes because of the 

centrifugal barrier. Their T£ should be negligible. It is reasonable 

to assume in :n:N interactions that r is ;S 1 fermi = (197 MeV /c )-1 since 

the longest range force should involve the exchange of two pions. So 

,qmax "'" k/197 (with k in units of MeV /c) is an estimate of the number 

of terms needed in (V -6) . Taken literally, this gives £ 
max 

about pion lab kinetic energy T = 1600 MeV (or lab momentum :n: 

4 at 

P 1734 MeV/c, or total c.m. energy M = 2040 MeV), and £ = 5 at :n: max 

The T's are complex-valued functions of energy (or momentum) only 

and are usually parameterized each by two real-valued functions of 

energy. Suppressing indices for clarity, we write 

T = 
2i5 

Tje - 1 
2i (V-7) 

The TJ's and 5's, which are also indexed by I, £, and J, are called 
1 

absorption parameters and phase shifts, respectively. Unitarity 

restricts TJ to lie in the range 0 to 1. This fact and the form of 

(V-7) dictate that in the complex plane T always lies on or within 

a circle of radius 1/2, centered at 0 + 1/2i. This circle is-called 

the unitary circle and its plot, an Argand diagram. 

Discussion of the behavior of amplitudes on such diagrams can 
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1 

be found in the literature, but an essential point to mention here 

is that when a particular partial-wave amplitude passes through a 

resonance, its trajectory traverses the top of a roughly circular arc on 
46 

its Argand plot. Furthermore, causality (the "Wigner Condition" ) 

requires that the motion be in a counter-clockwise direction with 

increasing energy. If the resonance is perfectly elastic, that arc 

coincides with the unitary circle itself. This is the case with the 

resonance in the P
33 

partial wave at 1236 MeV. (Here the notation is 

spectroscopic -- S, P, D, F, G, ... for f = 0,1,2,3,4,... and 

the subscripts give 21 and 2J. D
35

, for instance, has f = 2, 1=3/2, 

J = 5/2.) In general, however, the resonance arc may lie anywhere 

within the unitary circle, and B need not pass through 900 at the 

resonance energy. 

The ultimate goal of a phase shift analysis is to discover the 

behavior of these partial-wave amplitudes. Equations (V-5 through -7) 

express the relation between them and the experimental data. In general, 

finding a solution entails finding a behavior which is consistent with 

all the data. How such a solution can be constrained, searched for, 

and tested for uniqueness will be discussed in Section V-B. 

2. Legendre Expansion of the Observables 

An alternate approach to finding out how the individual partial 

waves are behaving begins with direct Legendre expansion of the data 

itself. One varies the (dimensionless, real-valued) coefficients 
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A. and B. in the series 
l l 

I ;(2 U.P.(cos e) 
0 l l 

~2 1 
I P LB.P. (cos e) 

0 l l 

(v-B) 

to obtain best fits to the existing data. Here ~ 
';1 

k is the incident 

c.m. wavelength/2n. The A. and B. are quadratically related to the T's 
1. 1. 

of the last section. (These relations are explicitly listed in, for 

instance, Reference 1.) 

Examination of these coefficients' behavior with energy, given 

some a priori knowledge about how a few of the partial wave amplitudes 

are behaving, allows one to make certain general statements about other 

specific amplitudes. This can sometimes give good evidence toward 
49,50 

determining the quantum numbers of resonances already located, but 

it is not as quantitative an approach as that reviewed in the last 

section. It also suffers from the difficulty that when the data is 

not available at all angles, as~is often the case with the results of 

polarization measurements, the B. are hard to determine in a straight-
. 1. 

forward way. The "fit" obtained will often predict impossibly large 

values of P at angles where there is no data. Introduction of 

fictitious data ( P = O. ± 1.) at these angles helps to constrain the 

fit to be more reasonable but preJudices the result at least somewhat. 

Still, this was the solution used in obtaining the fits reported below 

to the data of this experiment. 
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B. Phase-Shift Analysis 

1. Basic Approach 

Different,groups have used different methods and constraints to 

try to determine uni~uely the behavior of the partial-wave amplitudes 
27 

Roper has done an energy-dependent analysis up to T = 700 MeV. 
11 

The most significant result of this pioneering analysis was his discovery 

of the "Roper" resonance in the P
ll 

amplitude somewhere around M = 1400 

MeV. He parametrtzed the non-resonant phase shifts by power series in 

k and used Breit-Wtgner forms for the resonant amplitudes. 
29 25,26 

Two groups, Bransden et al and Donnachie et al, have since in 

various ways used the information obtained from partial-wave dispersion 

relations to help constrain the problem and extend the analysis to 
26 

higher energies. The latter group has reported several variants 

of a solution to energies as high as T = 1308 MeV (M = 1900 MeV). 
n 23 

Bareyre et al used an approach which was energy independent at 

the first step. They found fits to the data at each of 13 energies 

between T 
11 

310 and T = 990 MeV. These fits include S, P, D, and F 
11 

waves at all 13 energies and G waves at the two highest energies. No 

a priort energy~ependent restriction was put on these fitsj but after 

they were obtained, the particular fit to be included in the final 

solution was selected by the re~uirement that each partial wave ampli-

tude exhibit reasonable continuity from one energy to the next. The 

argument for the uni~ueness of the final result was that at the lowest 

energy the solution is uni~ue, and in extending it upward in energy, no 
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alternate set of fits could be found to give continuity. The result 

+ showed resonances near the n p·total cross section bump at T = 600 
n 

MeV (M = 1512 MeV) in all three of the amplitudes 811 , Pll , and D13 · 

And there were resonances contributing to the n-p cross section bump 

+ at T = 900 MeV (M = 1688 MeV) and the J1 p cross section "800 MeV 
n 

shoulder" in all four of 811 , D
15

, F15 and 8
31

. 

The analysis whose preliminary results are reported here most 

closely follows the approach of Bareyre. At each of some 19 energies, 

initial guesses for values of the 1') and 0 parameters were obtained in 

ways described below. Then these parameters were varied in an attempt 

to get a good fit to the data at that energy by minimizing the scalar 

quantity 

2 
X 

+ 

2 

(V-9) 

Here Q represents some observable n , n , or charge-exchange 

differential cross section, or rr+ or n polarization. Q is the 
ineas 

measured value of that observable at a given energy and anglej Q 1 ' ca c 

the calculated value from the given 1')'s and o's at the same energy 

and angle. E is a scaling parameter which was allowed to vary around 

1 to account for normalization errors in a given experiment. E could 

vary from one experiment to another, but was fixed for all data from 

a given experiment at a given energy. The sum is over all data available 

at or near a given energy. This is typically 80-100 points at a variety 

.. 

• 
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of angles, invoving five types of experiments and five or six actually 

+ 
distinct experiments. (There could be two overlapping n DeS measure-

ments, for example. Further discussion of the data available is in 

the next section.) 

2 
The computer program used to minimize X is named ORPHEUS and 

51 
is basically the variable-metric minimization scheme VARMIT. This 

2 2 
program makes use of X , the gradient of X , and the inverse of its 

second-derivative matrix. The first two quantities are calculated 

explicitly at each step of the iteration. The third is constructed 

during the minimization process by a method of successive approximations. 

Information from all three sources is used to predict the size and 

direction of the next iteration step. Besides being quite efficient, 

this scheme has the advantage that at the end of the process a good 

approximation to the complete error matrix: is available for calculating 

correlations among the errors in the different parameters . 

. \ 
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Initial guesses for input to ORPHEUS were obtained in three ways. 

The first started with a rather coarse survey conducted with a ravine-

following minimization method operated with fixed step-length in a 

search 1I10de~ By this is meant that the program used information 

accumulated from several successive evaluations of X
2 

and its gradi-

ent to predict the direction it should move in the parameter space to 

select the next point for evaluation. Each such move or "step" was 

over a fixed distance in terms of a metric on the parameter space and 

vms calculated to follow the curvature of the contours of constant 

X2 in that parameter space. The term "search mode" refers to the fact 

that the program was required to continue to step forward once it had 

established a general direction in which X2 tended to decrease. Even 

if X2 eventually began to increase in this direction,the steps were 

not completely reversed. Instead the program was instructed to follow 

the contour along which X2 seemed to increase least rapidly. This 

procedure was designed to allow the program from each start to step 

through and compare several successive relative minima in X2. At 

each energy these searches were started at points chosen randomly in 
23 26 

the general vicinity of the solutions published by Bareyre and Lovelace. 

This restriction was imposed mainly to conserve computer time by making 

it more likely that the search program could find an acceptably small 

relative minimum of X2 in its prescribed number of steps. Initial 

values of the absorption parameters (~!s) were chosen randomly in the 

region ranging from ±.l to ±.4 around their values in the Bareyre and 

, " 

. -

.,. 
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Lovelace solutions. The phase-shift parameters (a's) were chosen from 

a region ranging from ±20o to ±90o in a similar manner. The amount of 

variation allowed depended on the energy and the orbital angular momen-

tum of the partial-wave amplitude involved.. In general, lower partial 

waves (smaller £) and higher energies were given the most latitude. 

Some 40 to 120 starts (Table XXII) were made at each energy in this 

The point with best X2 found along the path of 75 to 100 itera-survey. 

tion steps after each such random start was then used as input to 

ORPHEUS. 
2 After a relatively brief effort to improve the X of all 

these cases (about 40 sec of 6600 computer time per case), the best 

candidates were selected for more intensive (2-3 min/case) minimization 

efforts. Final selection of acceptable fits from each set of cases at 
was 

each energy/based on comparison of the final X2 to the number of degrees 

of freedom corresponding to the number of data used and to the other 

cases' X2 ,s obtained under the same conditions. There were wide varia-

tions in the amount of change in the values of the parameters between 

an initial random start and a final acceptable fit obtained in this way. 

The second source of initial guesses was fits obtained in the 
') 

above way at energy E ,but submitted as starting points for ORPHEUS 
n 

using data at energy E 1 or E 1. Initial X2 for such a start was n+ n-

usually at least an order of magnitude better than that of a purely 

random start and roughly comparable to that obtained in a start taken 

from the output of the crude ravine search. Final X2 tended to be 
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acceptable in a somewhat greater percentage of the cases than with the 

method above, and the amount the parameters changed to achieve a fit 

at the adjacent energy was comparable to the changes between one energy 

and the next in a I1continuousl1 solution like: Eareyre's. 

It should be mentioned, however, that because of variations in 

how the minimization program takes its first few steps, this procedure 

is not necessarily guaranteed to find the nearest relative minimum of 

X
2 

at the adjacent energy. When fits at energy E were continued to 
n 

Eland then the resulting E fits resubmitted with E data, the n+ n+l n 

original starting point was recovered in only about half of the cases 

tried. 

The third source of ORPHEUS starting points was the solutions 

published by other groups. Those of Eareyre23 and of Donnachi~26 in 

particular, were used as inputs at each energy of this ar~lysis, and 

at several energies the resulting fit is the one included in the tenta-

ti ve solution reported belo,{. (See Table XXIV) 

..... 

, . 
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2. Data Used in the Search 

An analysis of this type would be completely impossible were 

it not for the great increase in the last few years of the amount of 

nN data available. In the energy range considered here the contribu-

tions have come mainly from Saclay, Rutherford, Argonne, and Berkeley, 

and have generally been the results of major experimental efforts in 

which a given observable is measured at a number of energies with 

the same setup. Efforts have been made to measure the different 

observables at the same energies so there would be complete sets of 

data at specific paints. At the present time a "complete" set con-

sists of only five types of experiments, however. The spin rotation 

parameters have not been measured at all, and only a few data points 

exist for charge-exchange polarization. 

The points at which this analysis was carried out were chosen 

for their avai.lability of complete or nearly complete sets of data. 
16,21 

Though some new data has been published since the analyses of 

Bareyre or Donnachie, the points used here are not different from 

those of earlier analyses, except that two high-energy points have 

been added. 

The specific energies chosen for analysis and the data used 

in each case are listed in Table XXI. Except for the interpolation of 

some charge-exchange differential cross section data mentioned belo.l, 

none of the data was edited or corrected in any way. The only preju-

dice exercised was which of the experiments to use in the fits at a 
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Table XXI. Data used in the phase-shift analysis. The entries are: 

pion kinetic energy(reference).. 

Nominal Tn: Differential Cross Sections Polarizations 
(MeV) n:+ - Ch.Exch. n:+ JL -n: 

490 490(12) 490(12) 500(16) 492(20) 492(20) 
472(21) 

550 550(12) 550(12) 533(16) 546 (21) 

581 581(11) 581(11) 592(16) 572(19) 572(19) 
600 600(12) 600(12) 588(14) 619(21) 619(21) 

650 650(12) 650(12) 655(16) 619(21) 619(21) 

698 698(11) 698(11) 704(16) 689(19) 692(21) 
689(19) 

7)+7 747(13) 747(13) 755(14) 766 (21) 766 (21) 
747(18) 

796 796(13) 796(13) * 796 (14) 766(21) 796(18) 

845 845(13) 845(13) 
-)Eo 

845 (14) 864(19) 845(18) 

870 870(13) 870(13) 875(16) 864(19) 864(19) 

900(13) 900(13) * 894(21) 900(18) 900 900 (16) 

949 949(13) 949(13) 
-)Eo 

949 (16) 953(21) 949(18) 

990 990(11) 990(11) 975(16) 981(19) 981(19) 
1049 1049(13) 1049(13) * 1049 (16) 1024(21) 1024(21) 
1148 1148(13) 1148(13) 1117(16) 1152(21) 1148(18) 

1151(14) 
1228 1228(13) 1228(13) * 1228 (16) 1220(21) 1220(21) 

1307 1311(11) 1307(13) 1300(16) 1308(21)1307(18) 
1301(19) 

1446 1446(13) 1446(13) * 1446 (16),(17) 1439(21) 1446(18) 
1566 1545(11) 1566(22) 1581(17) 1556(21) 1566(22) 

* data interpolated to this energy 

-

• " 
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few of the energies wh~re there were duplications. Where both groups 

reported results, the charge-exchange data of Ref. 16 was preferred 

to that of Ref. 14. And at T = 870 MeV where the rr+ and rr cross 
rr 

sections of Ref. 11 and Ref. 13 are in some disagreement, the latter 

was used. At all other points all the available data were used. 

+ When only the four types of data--rr and rr differential 

cross sections and rr+ and rr polarizations--were available at a given 

energy, and charge-exchange differential cross section data were avail-

able at energies on both sides, the fifth type was created artificially 

by interpolation. Simple linear interpolation was used on both the 

data points and the errors. This was thought preferable to the alterna-

tive of conducting searches with only four experiments for two reasons. 

First the number of different statistically good fits to the data is 

much reduced by the added constraints of the additional data. Second, 

without some information about the charge-exchange cross section, the 

fits often predicted irrational values for it. Such interpolation was 

used only for charge-exchange differential cross section and only at 

the seven points Hsted in Table XXL No interpolation in angle was 

necessary because in this energy range data of this type has been 

reported by all groups at fixed intervals of center-of-mass angle. 

The number of degrees of freedom listed in Table XXI for each 

energy is the total number of measurements minus the number of para-

meters allowed to vary in the search. All the fits in the analysis" 

reported here were through G waves (£ = 4), and involved both 
max 
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I-spins. So the number of parameters is 4(2£ + 1) + number .E:! s = 41) 
max 

for a typical case of five experiments. In this analysis none of these 

parameters was restricted in any way (except that 'Tl was required to lie 

) 
2 

between 0 and 1 other than by the data and X 

The total number of "measurements" listed in Table XXI includes 

four which correspond to the real and imaginary parts of the I=1/2 and 

I=3/2 amplitudes. The imaginary parts) by the optical theorem) come 

essentially from total cross section measurements. The real parts are 

not measured directly) but are obtained by dispersion-relation calcula-

tions. The values used of both realartd imaginary parts were taken 

from Ref. 47. 

The number of measurements also includes the number of scaling 

para~eters (EIS) involved at that energy--four to six depending on the 

number of experiments used in the search. These E's are treated by the 

program both as data to be fit and as parameters to be varied. As data 

they are taken to be 1 ± ~ ) where ~E is the systematic error reported 

by the experimenter. (If no systematic error was reported) ~E was taken 

to lj.e between .10 and .05) depending on the type of experiment.) As 

parameters they are used in the calculation of X2 and its gradient and 

in general treated by the program on the same footing as the 'Tl's and 5's. 

Because of their dual role of data and parameters) the number of EIS does 

not affect the number of degrees of freedom. 
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3. Energy Independent Results 

The number of different starting points for X2 minimization at 

each energy are listed in Table XXII. At all except the two highest 

energies all of the three methods described above were used to select 

those starts. At T = 1446 MeV starts were made only from some of the 
:rt 

acceptable fits at 1307 MeV. And in turn only the results of these 

starts (not all of which were good fits) were used as input at 1566 MeV. 

The number of good fits listed in XXII is intended to give an idea 

of the amount of ambiguity involved in a search of this type and is not 

to be considered the total number of fits that might possibly be found. 

It is simply the number which have been found as of this writing (July, 

2 
At each energy these fits all have comparable X (The range 

from best to worst is ten to twenty.) And all are distinct not only 

in the sense that they will not converge no matter how long the minimi-

zation program works on them, but also in that they differ by significant 

amounts. By this last is meant runounts comparable to (or greater than) 

that between fits at adjacent energies in a final "continuous" solution, 

like Bareyre's or the one reported below. 

As a quantitative measure of this distance between fits we have 

used a metric based on the separation of the amplitudes on the Argand 

diagrams. Consider each amplitude to be plotted on a separate diagram 

and each diagram to contribute two dimensions to a 4(22 + l)-dimen-
max 

sional Euclidian space. The distance between two fits is taken to be 

the Cartesian distance between the points they occupy in this space. 

The normalization used is such that two diametrically opposite nts --
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Table XXII. Energy independent phase-shift results. The symbols 

are defined in the text. 

2 2 T P M Number. Number· best X DF best X 
1! 1! of starts of fits DF (MeV) (MeV/c) (MeV) 

490 614 1443 42 6 79.2 58 1.37 
550 675 1481 50 15 64.7 49 1.32 
581 707 1501 75 35 59.2 41 1.44 
600 726 1512 65 30 53.8 65 .83 
650 777 1543 60 31 65.9 63 1.05 
698 826 1572 66 30 68.6 67 1.02 
746 875 1601 71 28 76.2 77 .99 
796 925 1629 110 47 45.6 51 .90 
845 975 1658 58 33 48.9 54 .91 
870 1000 1672 103 31 46.7 50 .93 
900 1030 1688 96 27 h1.1 5h .76 
949 1080 1716 49 13 52.9 53 1.00 
990 1121 1738 76 24 47.8 5h .89 

1049 1180 1769 42 7 75.6 65 1.16 
1148 1280 1821 41 14 70.5 65 1.09 
1228 1360 1862 42 13 79.1 69 1.15 
1307 1440 1901 55 23 84.8 71 1.19 
1446 1579 1968 26 12 61.9 68 .91 
1566 1700 2025 13 6 82.2 83 ·99 

, 
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that is, two fits which have all DIs equal to 1 and corresponding als 

differing by 900 
-- are taken to be 100 units apart. 

In terms of this distance, fits at a given energy can be regarded 

as distinct if they are more than about three to five units apart (de-

pending on their energy). And fits at adjacent energies (separated by 

about fifty MeV) in a "continuous" solution will be typically 8-12 units 

apart in the energy range considered here. By no means all the distances 

encountered are this small, however. With a few exceptions it is true 

that at each of the energies in Table XXII almost equally good fits have 

been obtained, in terms of X2, that are more than 25 units apart. Such 

fits are radically different in most of their partial waves, and usually 

predict very different values for unmeasured observables -- specifically 

the charge-exchange polarization. 

The "best i" listed in Table XXII is simply the best found at 

each energy to date. It is intended to convey some idea of the quality 

of the fits at one energy relative to that of fits at another, but cannot 

be taken too literally in this respect. Usually, at an energy where 

2 
X is significantly greater than expected, most of the contribution 

comes from two or three well-defined data points. All the different fits 

at such an energy will fail at the same few data. It seems more 

reasonable to regard these points as being themselves in error than all 

the fits intrinsically bad. 

2 
The best X found at each energy does seem to be a meaningful guide 

for judging the acceptability of other fits at that energy, however. 

Slight changes in the data, such as the substitution of the charge-
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2 
exchange data of Reference 16 for that of Reference 15, can affect X 

by as much as 10-15. (Reference 15 is a preliminary report and Reference 

16 a final report on the resUlts of the same experiment.) But such 

changes affect all the l'S in a given set of fits in generally the same 

way. Fits which had relatively bad X2, s with the old data are still 

relatively bad with the new. So the selection of the fits listed in 

Table XXII is based on their statistical merit relative to the best fit 

obtained at each energy rather than to an absolute scale. The fits in 

each set were run under identical conditions to make it meaningful to 

2 2 
compare their X's, the distribution of X IS was plotted, and fits 

which 1{ere more than 10 to 20 worse than the best were discarded. 

The differences among the fits at a given energy are most noticeable 

in the lower partial waves, particularly Sand P. It was found that no 

matter where an F or G wave amplitude was started, the minimization process 

would move it back to near zero (except at energies where resonances 

could be expected). But usually fits could be found whose Sand P 

amplitudes, especially in the I = 1/2 state, were distributed over the 

entire unitary circle. The inability of the data to determine these 

amplitudes very exactly was also evident in their sensitivity to small 

changes in the data. Modifications like the charge-exchange cross 

section substitution mentioned above would sometimes move a few of the 

lower amplitudes a fifth of the way across the Argand plot. (But this 

would usually correspond to a distance of less than 5 units in the metric 

defined above, so the distinctions among fits at a given energy would 

be preserved.) This is an argument against interpreting the mathemati-

cally computed errors on these lower waves too literally. 
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4. Continuation with Energy 

The hope in an analysis like this one is that the tremendous 

ambiguities which result when each energy is considered separately will 

be reduced or removed by requiring "reasonable" behavior in each ampli-

tude as a function of energy. The problem is to define "reasonable", 

and then to apply this criterion to the multitude of fits obtained at 

the various energies. 

A minimum requirement for reasonableness is continuity, but in practice 

this requires the basic assumption that the energies at which individual 

fits have been made are close enough together that discontinuity will 

be manifest. Even if this assumption is valid, there remains the job of 

detecting the continuity. When as many fits as are enumerated in Table XXII 

are plotted versus energy, the result is hardly enlightening. There appear 

to be many ways to select one fit from each energy so that a given partial 

wave will behave smoothly, but it is difficult to get all eighteen to 

behave smoothly simultaneously, or to tell how many alternate ways there 

may be to do this. 

To quantize the continuity condition so the computer could do the 

sorting, the distance defined in the last section was used and the 

additional assumption made that the most continuous path through the maze 

of fits would be the shortest one. All of the fits were read into the 

ccmputer and the lengths of the shortest path from a single starting 

point (taken to be the fit by Donnachie et al at T = 450 MeV) to each 
Jl 

fit at each energy were calculated. The only restriction placed on which 

fits could be included in such a path was that there should be one from 
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each energy between 450 MeV and the termination point. 

This is an unsophisticated procedure; but the results are interesting. 

First of all, the shortest total path from )150 MeV to 1570 MeV gives a 

solution which has almost all the features of Bareyre's or Donnachie's 

solutions. The resonances in the D and F waves are clearly present. 

The Sand P trajectories are less smooth, but they at least pass through 

the same general parts of the unitary circle as do Bareyre's. And their 

roughness is not much worse than that of the Donnachie solution. The 

surprising point is that this approximate reproduction of all the 

resonant behavior previously reported can be obtained from this version 

of the continuity re~uirement. One would expect paths which include 

resonances to be longer than those without them because of the distance 

amplitudes move in passing through resonance. So, if anything, the 

selection process used here should be prejudiced against finding resonances. 

Yet even the loop in the Sll amplitude just above the eta threshold is 

approximately reproduced. 

A second point is that the fits selected by the shortest path from 

the starting point to any of the fits at a much higher energy tend to 

be the same over most of the path. Thus the shortest path from fit 1 at 

energy El to anyone of fits 1-20 at energy E will tend all to pass 
n 

through, say, fit 4 at E 3' This says that at least with the collection n-

of fits on hand at the moment, most paths which branch off from the 

shortest overall path do not continue for very many energies. 

When this selection techni~ue was first used on an early collection 

of fits, all obtained only from the random-starting procedure already 
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described, no branch path was observed to survive for more than four 

energies. (The overall result was essentially the same as the one 

reported here, however.) More recently, after a number of new fits had 

been qbtained by the second starting procedure of trying direct con-

tinuation of individual fits to an adjacent energy, several branches 

have been extended through additional energies. One now extends through 

ten, departing from the solution reported here at 650 MeV and disappearing 

after 1050 MeV. The X
2

,s of some of the fits along this path are not 

particularly good and it is not seriously proposed as an alternate 

solution. The point is that this general search and sort procedure 

seems to offer a promising base for an extensive investigation of the 

question of uniqueness. 

Another advantage of this sorting technique is that it is easy to 

test which partial waves are helping most to constrain the solution. Only 

the definition of distance need be changed. One such test was made by 

computing the distance as described above except that S waves were com-

pletely ignored. Thus continuity in the sense of short path-length 

depended only on the P, D, F, and G waves. The result was interesting 

because the result was essentially the same, even including the behavior 

of the S waves. This is some confirmation that the higher wave (p , 
11 

D13 , D
15

, F15 , P
33

, and F
37

) resonances are really there, even if the 

behavior of the lower waves is hard to determine with existing data. 

The results of this analysis (as they stand at this writing) 

are plotted in Figs. 30 through 37. The meaning of the symbols used 
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to plot the points in these figures and a summary of the properties 

of the fits at the different energies are given in Table XXIV. The 

numerical values of the parameters at each energy and the mathemati-

cal calculation of their errors are given in Table XXV. These errors 

come directly from the inverse of the X2 sec~nd-derivative matrix as 

mentioned in Section V-B-l. But as is also discussed above, they 

should not be regarded too literally as giving the real uncertainty 

with which we have determined the solution, even if this solution is 

basically the correct one. The "epsilons" listed in Table XXV are 

the scaling parameters, also discussed in Section V-B-l, which were 

allowed to vary around 1.0 to adjust the normalization of each experi-

mente At each energy the order in which they are listed is the same 

as that of the References in Table XXI. 

As a convenience in evaluating this solution, the currently 
48 

accepted properties of the resonances in the ~N system are summarized 

in Table XXIII. 

It is to be emphasized that this solution is presented only 

as an example of the results which have been obtained to date with 

the search methods discussed above. It is not necessarily the "best" 

solution in any theoretical sense, nor is it claimed to be unique. 

The highest-energy points are particularly speculative. 
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Table XXIII. nN resonances and their properties, taken from Ref. 48. 

Mass Width I-spin Ang. Mom. Spin-Parity Spectroscopic 
~MeV) (MeV) ~I~ (.e) (JP) Symbol 

"'1400 "'200 1/2 1 1/2+ P11 

1525 105 1/2 2 3/2- D13 

1570 130 1/2 0 1/2- Sll 

1670 140 1/2 2 5/2- D15 

1688 110 1/2 3 5/2+ F15 

1700 240 1/2 0 1/2- Sll 

2190 200 1/2 4 7/2- G17 

2650 "'300 1/2 61 11/2-1 IIJll 

3030 400 1/2 81 15/2-1 K1J15 

1236 120 3/2 1 3/2+ P
33 

1670 "'180 3/2 0 1/2- S31 

1920 200 3/2 3 7/2+ F37 

2420 "'275 3/2 51 11/2+1 H3Jll 

2850 "'300 3/2 71 15/2+1 J3J15 
3230 440 3/2 91 19/2+1 L3,19 
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Table XXIV. Summary of the properties of the phase-shift solution 
. . . -

presented in Table XXV and Figs. 30-37. 
< > 

T P M Plot Symbol X2 DF X2/DF Source 
1! 1! <of 

{MeVL {MeVLc) {MeV) fit 

370 490 1362 01 (a)* ' .. 
410 532 1390 02 (a) 

447 570 1415 03 "(a) 

490 614 1443 04 86.5 58 1.491 (bt 

550 675 1481 05 86.0 49 1.754 (ct 

581 707 1501 06 64.8 41 1.581 (dt 
600 726 1512 07 62.1 65 .955 (d) 

650 777 1543 08 68.2 63 1.083 (b) 

698 826 1572 09 68.9 67 1.028 (d) 

746 875 1601 10 95.1 77 1.236 (c) 

796 925< 1629 11 48.7 51 .954 (c) 

845 975 1658 12 57·3 54 1.062 Cd) 

870 1000 1672 13 56.7 50 1.133 (b) 

900 1030 1688 14 53.2 54 .984 (c) 

949 1080 1716 15 63.0 53 1.188 (c) 

990 1121 1738 16 52.6 54 .974 (b) 

1049 1180 1769 17 76.9 65 1.183 (b) 

1148 1280 1821 18 74.6 65 1.148 (b) 
1228 1360 1862 19 79.3 69 1.149 (b) 

1307 1440 1901 20 96.0 71 1.353 (d) 
1446 1579 1968 21 90.0 68 1.324 (c) 
1566 1700 2025 22 92.5 83 1.114 (c) 

* (a) Taken directly from Ref. 26. 
-" . .-

(b) Found from random start. 

(c) Found from continuation from adjacent energy. 

(d) Found from start at values of Ref. 23 or Ref. 26. 
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Fig. 30. Argand plot of the energy dependence of the 811 rrN 
partial-wave amplitude. Table XXIV gives the energies 
corresponding to the points plotted; Table XXV, their 
numerical values and errors. The curve is drawn simply 
to guide the eye. 
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Fig. 31. Argand plot of the energy dependence of the Pll nN 
partial-wave amplitude. Table XXIV gives the energies 
corresponding to the points plotted; Table XXV, their 
numerical values and errors. The curve is drawn simply 
to guide the eye. 
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Fig. 32. Argand plot of the energy dependence of the D13 rrN 
partial-wave amplitude. Table XXIV gives the energi.es 
corresponding to the points plotted; Table XXV, their 
numerical values and errors. The curve is drawn simply 
to guide the eye. 
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Argand plot of the energy dependence of the D15 :n:N 
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Fig. 37. Argand plot of the energy dependence of the F37 ~N 
partial-wave amplitude. Table XXIV gives the energies 
corresponding to the points plotted; Table XXV, their 
numerical values and errors. The curve is drawn simply 
to guide the eye. 
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Table "J:I:V. Numerical results of the phase-shift analysis. 

PLAB= 61l.9 TLAS= 
_______ .Ql::~_~l!A_Rl"=._._8'_~I.9~,,E~Ol __ . 

1=312 PA"AMETERS ---ETA--'--- .'.- . ·"DEITA· 

490.0 peM= jYY.j I~VAKMA"= 144l.6 
~UR 58 DEGREES OF FREEOJM 100 MEASUREMfNTS . --." --.~ ----- . - - . --

.[=1/2 PARAMETERS 
ET A DELTA 

-s-iT-"l:oo{C-+/~--=-oi:T'l .... ~i6.2 i i9 +i- .4534 Sll 

....,P".3.,.1-~I.-.-,O;-,0"c"o.-:.·/----."cc,..crt.,.--~T9:3656 +/'::---:54"-1 -- ._-_ ... _.-.. -.--.- 'pTI 

.7377 ./- .b217 28.5039 .i- .8432 

Fll I.ooee ./- .coel 

1.0000 ./- .ooee 

':';1(:8(16 ./- .isle 

-.8723 ./- .0978 

2.7210 ~/- .1420 

.6730 +/-··-~"nrr-

-.2425 +/- .0410 

EF S IlOJ\( 2 J = --.• ~5 ,ii"'--;=--:Olys----·n 
_. __ • ---••• ---.------ -------

. 'E'FS'iLc~i31= .~Sle +/- .0233 

P13 

Dt3 

FI5 

.9231 +/- .0264 

.886' •• /- .0207 

.9998 ... ,- .O~)O/t 

H1' ".9999./- ···.0002 

GI9 • '1991 +/- • 0041 

-.0061 +/- ~ddo~-

18.0222./- ···;·lf6T"-

2.0685 +/- .• 5232 

.3879 +/- .0608 

PLAB= 
.CHI-SQUARE: 

615.3 HAB= ~50.0 PCM= 427.8 INVARMASS= 1481.1 

Sll 

P3~ 

033 

f35 

f37 

G39 

8.596,8'1E+OI 

[=U2 PARAMETERS 
ETA 

.96e4 +1- .0080 

I.ooeo +/- .Ce12 

.9145 +1- .0133 

.9991 +1-··· .0046 

.99~3 +1- .0009 

.9966 +1- .0028 

DElTA 

-27.6798 +1- .4130 

-19.0814 +1- .2854 

-2.38f5 +1- .0859 

-.1414 +1- .0555 

3.1352 +1- .1182 

-.1611 +1- .0145 

EPSILON'I'= I.C45~ +/- .0203 

EP-S flONT2T;·-~-n5e-.·F-·;o IlIO 

EPSILONI3'= 1.00IC"+I- .0188 

EPSILOhC4'= ;9530 ·'7e:." .0169 

FOR 49 DEGREES OF FREEDOM B9 MEASUREMENTS 

S1I 

P\3 

013 

.. 015 

Fl5 

Fll 

(;19 

[=1/2 PARAMETERS 
ETA 

.6549 +1- .0115 

.8304 +1- .0133 

.6850 +,- .0174 

.9120 +1- .0081 

.9802 +1- .0038 

1.0006 +1- .0002 

-.0062 +/- .00'01 

3i.4794 +1- .7773 

3.6614 +1- .111£ 

2 ;'2602 +;'- ~6n>1 

XBL 678-4610 
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Table XXV. Numerical results of the phase-shift analysis. (continued) 

PLAB= 7C6.9 fLAB= 
. _______ .. __ C~ 1-.1..'U.AJlE::. .. ~-".'!~.l~!.!'~.9.t.; 

S31 

P33 

()3~ 

I=.u~. P!l~~-"ELE_R.~ 
·O·{(TA 

.8611 +/- .0314 

··.9151 oi- .0202 

.8860 +/- .0225 

-29.02(5 ."i- .6820 

~13.2911 +/- .7889 

-2.8329 +1- .~40~ 

F35 1.0000 +/- .CC4~ -1.2753 +/- .3442 

3.if~9 +1- .2968 F3i .9999 +1- .CCO 

1.0000 +/- .OCC4 .1\89 +/- .2340 _ .. _-_._ .. - ---_ ... - ----_ .. 
EFSIL(;~'1/= I.ooce +/- .C3.05 

-··--US fliii.'·i;-;- ·:-s-j-S· (-./.: ·-·:0"2 Ii 8 

EFSILC~(3'= .~B31 +/- .0271 

EFSILO~(4'= .~99C +/- .05S8 

EFSILC~(5'= I.C2C' +1- .e558 

581.0 PCM= 442.0 I~VARMASS= 1500.6 
F qR ,,! . DE G~.Ef.~ 9f .FRE EDiJM 82 MEA5UR_EMENJS 

511 

Pll 

P13 

013 

FI5 

GI9 

1=1(2 PARAMETERS 
ETA 

.7004 +/- .0410 

;522t" +/- ~06-1·9·· 

.7299 +/- .0514 

.2975 +/- .0907 

1.0000 +/- .0003 

.9999 +/- ~ 0004 

.9999 +/- .0002 

.9944 +/- .0125 

DELTA 

38.0284 +1- 1.9228 

- i3~ lila'; + /-·-3.·5829-·· 

-6.2270 +/- 1.9664 

3.9347 +/- .6278 

.661-1 +/- .1796 

i.ISbi-./- .5825 

-.8203 +/- .2365 

_._-----_ ... _-------------_ .. 
:"l'.'~d~= 7?f-..'l, TIl\P= (~('\O.t') pr"': 4r;o.,\ T'\JVI\P'-fl"S= 1512 .. 5 

(..t:i~~_~')~.e:!1£.:tQL __ ':.rL_.h.1 T"\rr,RfES nF I=pI=Ff'n~~ }:")4 M[ASU~EM["TS 

... __ . __ ._._ _ __ T_::..~L?'._P~.~Jf_~5 ___ ... _____ . 
rTtr. f)fl TA Era 

I = III P ~ ~ A ~ F TE R S "'D~E~l"T~A'----

• R ~ I 0 + /- .. () I ~'? SIl 39.2196 +1- 1.471'> 
-----------------_._---_._--_ .. __ .. - .. -----_ .. - - ... ----

p ~ 1 .4470 +1- .0195 -69.B469 +1- 1.~OOo 
--_.- --.- -----_._--------_ .. -_._.- --
.~C:::h(, +/- .~l"r\4 -14."1.;". + 1- -8.3739 +1- .600? 

.~n1!) +/- .Ol!1! -??06h +/- • ~446 Qn .7nlh +/- .0210 53.1089 +/- 1.A1C)1 

.ot.f.,~ +/- • 'O~f.. 7.8033 +/- .3547 

I. -=In;:'R +/-
.... ----.... ---.---..... ---.--.. ---.-.---,--=c--,---.,---o--

'15 .oS7? "- .O)I·~ 6.5144 +1- .74'7 

F17 .o? ~.1? +/- .O{j'i I .3231 +1- .010(, 
-_._-_._--- .. _----- ._--_ .. _.- -----_.- -- -- ._------------_._------_. 

• )))9 1.3 7 .~ 7~1 +/- • )0('.0 .99Qt'l +1- .40~4 1.2?~~ +1-

-.011? +/- .115~ .50B +1- • n45 

rpSIL.(f\(l):: .0')·l.0 +/- .r)lPQ 

-------.-- _. ---_. __ ._--_._._._-- ._------- ----- - . ---._-----._---. --.. --.---.--
fPSIl. G'JPI= .077"] +/_ 

P S L )~( ~,: 1 • (II ':'/ • .. /- • O??4 

FPC; IL r"''\1( ' .. )= .r;~h' +/- .n! .. 12 

----rp~lLr~f I) )::---:q,~~~---;i-:--.,12r.Q-- ------ --.-.---------,--. 

XBL 678-4607 
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Table XXV. Numerical results of the phase-shift analysis. (continued) 

PLA8= 111.2 TLA8= 650.0 PCN= 412.5 INVARHASS= 1543.2 
_________ -'C'-'H'-'I'..:-:.!S'..!'~U!!A~R"'Ec.:=_"_'_6.!!~41E+Ol ___ ~~_~3_...Q~~g_~ __ O"-_ff!EEIl_J_~ ________ --.!.<!.4 __ M.£ASUR~~_NTS _________ _ 

_"'=_31?'~J!~_M.!'T~~~ 
~)A- OELTA 

.9052 +1-~-028-7-----=ii.-~-0581;'- .6344 

P~l .9562 +1- .0113 

1.0000 +1- .00-09 -10.8122 +/- .3144 

.8H6 +1- .0144 2.-6580 +1- .5830 

f35 ---~936b +1- .0102 1.4690 +1- .2680 

3.51~4 +/- .2221 f31-

1031 

1039-

.99910 +/- .0C(3 .43iiif.i-::- .1491 

.9999 -+1- --.0004 .4515 +1- .0941 

EFSILON( 1l=--I~CO~2-+;- .0260 

-~-S Il(fNi2T~-.S755+i=-;(fi-(6---- ._-_._._--, ---

EPSIlON'-3-'-= l~ci2e +/- .0-358 

---EPSILON!"'= (;CO-34 -+/- .0393 

--EPSILOM5'= 1.0123 +/- .0389---------

------------------------------------------

511 

P13 

013 

DIS 

fl5 

fl1 

1019 

1=1/2 PARAMETERS 
ETA 

.2860 +1- .0313 

.8448 +1- .0250 

.2119 +1- .0218 

.9048 - +/-:.- - ;-01-93 

.9998 +1- .0012 

.9830 +1- .0122 

.9998 +1- .0001 

24.1538 +/- 2.1156 

-13.4132 +/- .7796 

-~5.b2bl +1- 2;9331-

9.ZY2-5 -./-- -;-'.4-79-

13.1945 +1- .10101 

-.5962 +/- :1~14 

-.34101 +,- .0835 

--PLA8= d25.~ TLAB= b9a.0 PCM= 492.9 I~VARMASS= 1572.1 
_Q~~~J=__~JlU.9J_~QL F_O!3.._6J _Ol_~_~_EE_S __ OF_ FI~gD_O_M. 109 _MEASUREMeN!S_ 

ETA 
I=1LlJ'~RA"-H!;'E.S __ 

Dell A 

S31 .7201 +/- -i6.3092 +/- 1.0991 

P3? 

o-~ ., 

F37 

G39 

.8907 +/- .0278 

.75~0-- +1- .(271 

I.coce +/- .cel2 

.9999 +/- .OCC6 

1.0000 +/- .00(5 

-7.let2 +/- .780E 

.8C~3 +/- .t;Q15 

.0528 +/- .0121 

i:-7t36 +/- .3769 

- .8-i-ll--+/~-- -;-284(j-

.3776 +/- .1444 

EFSILC~( 11= .~StS +/- .0Ht 

---EFsilc~TiT=--:-';C;1C; .-j:~c---··--·---··-------·-- ._- -.. -

EFSILC~(~j •• ssli +/- -~CJ~C 

EfSllC~(41= ----:~SEI +/- .0649 

--Er-SllC-"(5i~-5~__:_060-1---- -- ------ -- ---------- . 

E.~ILC~(61;.-I~cle4 +/- .0512 

511 

P(I- -

P13 

FI5 

H7 

GI7 

GI9 

1..=112 P_ARA~ETEHS 
ETA 

.5230 +/- .0738 

.9318 +/~ .0480 

.4812 +/- .0384-

.0345 

.91t8 +1- .0414 

1.0000 +1- .0014 

.<j9~8 +/- .0025 

DEL TA 

31.6017 +/- 3.6580 

-9.7232 +/- 1.8054 

-30.0699 "- 1.9619 

13.9235 +/- .7294 

1.548i -'/- .85-16 

---2.1994 +/- .6811 

0I8{'2 +/- .1910 

XBL 678-4611 
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Table XXV. Numerical results of the phase-shift analysis. (continued) 

S31 

P?l 

P3? 

C33 

C3~ 

F31 

G37 

G3S 

S31 

031 

P33 

PLA8= ~74.5 TlAR= 746.0 prM= 512.7 I"'VAPM~S5= 1600.5 
CHI-SQUMF.= ·9.51367F+Ol FOR 77 DEGRFES 'OF FRHoOM - 119 "F.ASIJQEMF",rs 

1=3/2 PARAM[ TEOS 
ETA 

.6729 +1- .0162 

.7'ZS +1- .C177 

.nC3 +1- .0109 

• 7E 27 + /- • C C ~ 7 

• S"iib6 + 1- • (01)9 

.SC;A9 +/- .f)02Q 

.9990 +1- .lj009 

EPSILCNfll= 
EPS[LeNIZ' = 
EPS ILeN 13. = 
EOSILC~14'= 
EPSILONI5.= 
EPS ILCNI6,= 

.S897 +- 1-
.97Zo +1-

1.04B7 +/-
1.0252 +1-
.%C5 +1-
.9')~ I +1-

DEL TA 

-2R.8561 +1- .6012 

-7.3155 +1- .2657 

.2177 +/- .7.73't 

1.0944 +/- .t 177 

3.n774 +1- .2'364 

.H1R +1- .0116 

.0233 

.0154 

.0211 

.')272 

.n2~7 

.0317 

E fA nELTA 

511 .5626 +1- .016Q 31.9410 ./- .9447 

PI I 

013 .~069 +1- .i116S 

013 

015 .7677 ./- .00'='2 12.7381 +1- .3717 

Fl5 20.A366 +/- .40~8 

FI 7 1.01)00 +-/- .00!) 1 

GI1 

.\336 +1- .~021 

DtAR= ~25.1 TlAR= 71s.0 PC"= 512. 7 I~VA~~ASS= 1629.5 
CH-S1UAP E= 4.%54·7F+~1 F(JR. 51'-lE:;OHS ~F FRfEOO'M' '92 MEASUPEMENTS 

ETA 

-36.nD5 +/- 1.'lO:r~ .. Sll 

PII 

• ~74') + /- .C 134 

1= 112 DAH~ETERS 
E fA 

.7% 3 +/- .04B 

.39S2 +1- .014<> 

.~n4 +/- .0146 

DElTA 

-69.3411 +/- 3.5417 

-7.045.7 +/- .7873 

03.3. .. •. 9q41 ... +./- .0217 .~l05 +/- • 0~61 -22.4836 +/- .9648 

C35 .9>50 +1- .Olll -3.61169 +1- .4710 

F35 •. 1:)81 +1.-. .0152. 

F3.7 .. -&9.923.. +1.- •. n.Uf'-._. 

G3 7 .9999 +/- ~CCl6. .8013 +/::: .0436 

~ ~lli:,}~ nl ~: ~}; ~<; =n-:_~:.-: ~;:~'-'~'-----
EPSIUN(3J= 1.0970 +/~ .02q_~._._. 
EPSIL lN141= .0<33 +1- .O~45 

~PS(LJ~151= I.cr;' +/- .05~~ 

=I~ 

Gl1 

GI9 

.6680 +1- • 0214 

.7~1 e +1- .04~3 

.99qz +1- • 0007 

1.0000 +1- .0013 

11.1522 +/- .5501 

32.8141 +1- 1.4645 

.1684. +/-__ • .5,8.19 

.8734.+1- .5162 

.131.2 +/- .2169, 

XBL 678-4616 
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Table XXV. Numerical resuJ,ts of the phase-shift analysis. (continued) 

1=312- PAR4METERS 1=117 PARAIoETERS 
__ .. _____ ETA ___ ... ____ QHH_ 

______ .53! __ ,_~1.?....':!_=__ __ ·2~...B·673!1..~:_.....l~6.!!>~ 

._ .. p~ L _, ()J.iL!l-: ____ '--t!!_94 __ ~~"1...!J50~/- 7 ._?~8~_ 

~.3.3 ____ .6555 +/::,: ___ • .0206 . ______ ,,_5 .• '047.8 tI-:- .• _~_~9. P13 

_!H_~. ___ .~~~_L~l::_ ..... 0218 ____ -.1061 +/- __ -'-Qill. __ . ____ ._. __ _ 

035. 

_F.35 

.9323_ +/-. _ •. 0_15.3". __ .. _'. -:~ .• UH_ +/- .4482 

• 8586_+./:,. .• 0280 ____ . __ ..• 5.6.15 .+./- _.0197 

Ol~ 

F15 . 

_EH._ ._.l_.J).QQJl..ti-. ___ .Q!!n_. ____ ._ .. 2_.~n~. +.L-:._ . ..!.<t.9.!HI._. _____ . ___ .. ____ ._~Xl' __ .~999_ +/- .0001 

.._5~2034 .. +-'--:...J_,_q.?'!o... 

.0917 +/- .0100. 

_4_~~.£....+t= __ -"_~~"!L G3.1. _L.OO_O.o_ .. +/-.OOOI 

.. G39 _ .9618 +/- .• 0100 -.QH.3 +l- .0.056 G.l9. _ 

.. _IP_S 1 LQi'/L! J ';' _._, '1..I1.n !.!.:: ___ • QU L ____ ... 

EPSILONIZI,, __ .91.96 +1.= .0166 

EPSILONI3I= 1.1§14 .+'-: .• 0337 

.. _HS !LONI41 = _1._olil_.!.l.::_ .• O.'HH_. 

EPSILONI51= .9_·1:.8.3_+J- __ .•. Q4.84_ 

----._ ... _.. -~---~-

P31 

P33 

0:13 

D~5 

F~5 

F31 

GJ1 

G39 

PLASa 999.9 TLASa 
--CHI;'SQUARE. --5-;66634['01-

1~3/2 PARAMETERS' 
ETA 

• 9174 '1- .0290 

.6106 '1- .0196 

.8605 '1- .O~.O~. 

.9Z29 ./- .0142 

.8241 .1- .0281 

.9802 '/-._ .0096 

DELTA 

-19.0389 .1- 1.2110 

-6.1954 .1- 1.0654 

-.6590 .1- .6003 

-6.3051 .1- .5514 

.4949 .1- .3243 

-.4128 .1- .1486 

.6l13 .1- .1518 

__ .. _._EPSI_LON(l) •• 95111 "- .02l5 

EPSILON(2). .9681 .1- .0259 

EPSILON(3). 1.0750 .,- .0284 

_.~~S!~DNI41._..1.0870 ./- .0505 

EPSILON(S). 1.0051 ,1- .0485 

810.0 PCM. 561.2 INVARMASS. 1611.6 
. FOR' !it0- DEGREES- OF FREEDOM- ---- "'9-CMPSt:JA'EMENTS 

I-lIZ PARAMETERS 
ETA DELTA 

S!L __ ..'61!ll! .. _~-_ .0487 ~4.18~0_ .. ~:,,_~.1 0~1._ .. 
-28.4064 ./- 7.2969 Pll 

P13 

Dll 

Dl!) 

Fl!it 

Fn 
Gl 1 

Gl'i 

.1386 ,1- .0396 

.9991 ,1- .0063 

.1619 ,1- .0268 

.1638 ,1- .0191 

.l905 .1- .Ol32 

.9210 .,- .0192 

.9878 .1- .0120 

-.3111 ./- .9223 

-18.5050 +1- 1.1836 

-2.9817 ./- .6733 

63.2816 '1- 2.7312 

3.4384 '1- .5986 

1.9145 '1- .4184 

XBL 678-4612 
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Table XXV. Numerical results of the phase-shift analysis. (continued) 

PLA8c 1030.2 TLASe 
CHI-SQUARE- 5.31626E.01 

1:312 PARAMETERS 
ETA DELU 

SJI -J~.3581 ./- 1.0417 

~Jl ....• 9054./- .• !iI5Z -31.7662 ./- .• 69Q4 

p.n 

1).;1) 

DJ5 

.5161 ./- .n1l2 

."251 ole· .0112 

1.0000 ./- .0106 

.HU34 ./- .0121 

-8.1454 ./- .8237 

-1.4264 ./- .OH47 

-3.6897 ./- .4060 

.7182 ./- .n461 

FJl .962~ ./- .0011 9.8858 ./- .2332 

G,;jl _ 1.0000 ./- .nOOl 

GJ~ .9112 +/- .0056 -.2969 ./- .08d9 

S31 

P31 

PB 

033 

035 

EPSILON!I): .9307 ./- .0177 

~PSILONJ2': .9746 ./- .0124 

EP.SILON!3': 1.1556 ./- .0200 

~PSILUN(41: l.oi4& ./- .0525 

EPSILUN(51= 1.0076 _./- .0407 

PLAn· ludJ.J fL4tl= 
Cljt~_:;~~.Ai<~· .. ~._f985.9HOI __ . 

ETA 

.5489 +1- .0146 

.9013 iT- ~0142 

.6023 +1- .·01 U 

.8192 +1- .0115 

.9990 ./- .0018 

DELTA 

-30.3~UU ./- .101U 

-4"llv ./- .2J65 

-4.1dl> '1- .2330 

-4.l9"9 of- .1257 

F35 .1163 ./- .0114 .(h)uu ./- .Ou02 

F37 .9981 ./- .U023 

'G3f' .• 9997 .. /- .,0021 .ldu9 0/- .OJ53 

G39 .9144 ./- .0052 -.31~5 01- .0235 

EPSILON! 11· .9365 0/- .(Hl>4 
EPSILON!21· .9609 ./- ...• Ol'~ 
EPsfLDNhf;' -I :'1 ii69'oi~ .uno 
EPSILON! 41- .9999 ./- .lJj)j 

EP~ILON!51· .9981 o~- .u3/. 

900.0 PCM= 572.5 INVARMASSc 1688.3 
FOR 54 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 95 MEASUREMENTS 

SIl 

9.4.4 p:~. 5q~.6 

1-112 PARAMETERS 
ETA 

.61>41 '1- .0176 

.1881 ./- .0086 

.8740 ./- .0134 

.6991 ./- .0184 

.2509 ./- .0108 

.3764 -/- .~ISI 

.9938 ./- .0053 

.9983 or .0011 

.9704 ./- .0051 

[NVA{"ASS· 1715., 

DELTA 

-88.9240 -/- 1.0699 

-17.4039 ./- 2.4147 

-.6435 -/- .0247 

-13.0824 '1- .6454 

-10.455Q -/- .8335 

-82.2899 -/- 1.3668 

.0524 ./- .0027 

4.6164 -1- .2372 

-.4701 ./- .2237 

FOR .53. D~GRHS OF._ fREEDClM 94. "!.ASJ.{~~E~TS 

Sll 

PII 

?L3 

Dn 
llI5·· 

FI5 

Hl 

Gil 

GI9 

[·IIZ PA{A~ETU; 

.44H of- .1207 

.1505 • f- .0090 

.7294 .. 1- .tll4S 

.4;)02 +/- .. Ol48 

.9991 of- .J))5 

.9930 ./- .013)-· 

.9878 +(- .3)" 

-lLl.nZ "- 1.7713 

-19.2277 +/- 1.1"1~· 

-?.4[)4S +/- .l;'!tS 

-12.3307 .1- . Fid1 

-l:I,H .;- -;i';,,--

-.1115 0/- .:J~~g 
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Table· XXV. Numerical.results of the phase-shift analysis. (continued) 

Sll 

PH 

03~ 

F35 

fli 

G31 

G3S 

031 

F15 

F'7 

G17 

~lAd; 11~U.9 TlAB; 990.0 PC~; 005.2 INVARHASS; 1131.0 
.. CtjJ."S\l.lM.r\_~ .. ~!~~!!'9.1E +Qj. .. fJiR .?~ _Q~.c'ili.~.S.Cf . FRli!!.!!.I'!. ___ 9_5_liEASWlEMENTS . 

ETA DELTA 

.1510 +/- .0331 -oU.l911 +{- 1.5132 

.8482 +/- .0342 -2l.1"., +/-

-5.ijjI4 +/- 1.0940 

.1~1S +,- .0215 -ll.l'll +{- .d184 

.1364 +,- .0204 

.86bO '{- .0205 

l.oceo +,- .0002 

.~S~8 +/- .0002 -l.10'9 +{- .3189 

.9804 +/- .0111 1.1699 +{- .1610 

tFSllChlll; .9122 +{- .Ol,j 

EPSllCNI21= .Sbbo +/- .021. 

EPSllC~131; 1.0159 +{- .Uj)O 

EPSllC~I41= .9910 +/- .Oooj 

EFSllC~151= .SOBI +{- .u.ld 

PLh"= 11 "'1.0 Tt A ':l.; 

!..t:i'!:::_~9~~~.<) F= _ ?'~J~:~J~J~_+_:)! 

·)FtH 

-h4.'11H~ +/- 1.1171 

.90QQ +/- .!l?(')7 

.7741 +1- .ntlS 

.8417 +/- .nl?/~ 2.l2~7 +/- .2A41 

1'.11A3 +/- .37" 

.946'\ +/- .f)(1'n 1.71):'1 +/- .J 7'1) 

EPSItOt-.;{ 1'= .G~4/. +/- .n?~() 

EP5ILO~I~'~ l.nn41 +/-

FPSILONI'" l.n4?1 +/- .n?qq 

FPSILnN(~)= .9R60 ./- .n40? 

f:PSILON(t:))= .fJ14t i/- .1)7130 

Sll 

Pll 

PU 

013 

015 

H5 

HI 

G11 

G19 

ETA 

.b504 +{- .0399 

.0000 .{- .0000 

.6200 +{- .0228 

.9134 +{- .017b 

.5132 +{- .0324 

.5345 +{- .0325 

1.000U ./- .0003 

1.<l000 +/- .0004 

1')4'1.~, 1):'1= A7"i.Q I~~VI\~\.!I),"<:= 17/,1.("0 

OELfA 

-61.4164 +{- 2.12b3 

-1.e049 +/- .0999 

-1.1815 +/- 1.4133 

-9.(4b7 +/- 1.4924 

-lb.E151 +{- .8184 

-3b.a13 +{- .8820 

2.18bb +/- .5400 

.(522 +{- .0111 

~n.'} .,,, 'V~C'C!~ _r:_~._~~-=£~~.:! ._. __ l')~:~_~L:":'~.E~~~ 

!=T·, . 

"I .411() +/- .·);;'l,A -1·1;.'")ql~ t'--I.f,?,?'1 

-~'. ?16C=i t/- 1. "'1'"'10 

GIQ .qq4B .,- .'10'" .'if)Q., +/- .1·",r'1 

XBL 678-4609 

(continued on the next page) 
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Table XXV. Numerical results of the phase-shift analysis. (continued) 

1·,lV.~'"'·lflSS~ J 0'''0') 

1,"" .,..c~,II-'r'~':~JTc: 

'=1/' r"~"~![:T~l) 

ET .'\ 

.71?1 '-1- ."~';? -,·{ •• -{')47 +/- 7.,",51 

-II,.,.7f,:) +/- 1.3:,';" Dq n') f'." .. 1_ .'~ "1'11 

.7~;1;.) +/_ .~';"1/,f n1 ' - (, .. 4 1 r; 7 + 1- I .. ? J 1 ~. 

[3 c -q./1~.')r: +/- ,.'}.,"i? 

• 7( t., 1 .. 1- .. "'!? 1 -: 

r"1, C" .7A?l, +/_ .'-,l'·,? ,~ •• ~(;J +/- .1'1--(1 .. f,7f'!"1, ... 1_ .. ".'" 1'. 

F ~ 7 .. ;< Qt, ./- .. , .... ,;;; 

G17 -I.',h,t +/- •. ~l?~! .. ':"S/, +1- ... "" ':'1 

G .l~ J .. ':' 1 l'~ .. 1- .!. lit' 

r::f)<\'lC'~(l)-= .7,11" ~/- .'j' •. ;!t 

_._-_ .... _. --------.. _--- .. _-- ----------------

S31 

PH 

PB 

033 

035 

F35 

F37 

GH 

G39 

PlAR= 1359.~ Tl~B= 12n.n PC,,", b~5."i I~VAR~ASS= 1861.2 
CHI-S~UAR E= 7.9HI6"+OI "H 69 )E:;~=ES 3' FR:=)O" 110 "EASUREME~TS 

ETA 

-A~.4734 +1- 2.2A66 

-15.4490 +1- 1.04A5 

.Q091 +1- .r2@1+ -9.3165 +1- 1.~A47 

-10.75'9 +1- 1.3491 

.5sn +1- .0293 

.AH5 +1- .0711 2.7442 +/- .4>92 

19.374'1 +1- .7627 

.951~ +1- .CI71 -4.0741 +1- .457S 

EPSllONIII= .9~62 +1- .0253 

E PSll 'lNP 1= 1.0119 +1- .02~2 

EP5ILl~(3I= 1.(168'1 +1- .0334 

EP5111~141= I.C210 +1- .0305 

EPSILJNI 51= .~q6~ +1- .0343 

511 

Pll 

P13 

'15 

G17 

G19 

.475<; +1- .'5J1 

.4975 +1- .0339 

.5360 +1- .0252 

.820 0 .,- .028 0 

.-SA3i1 .,- .02'10 

.973<; +1- .0154 

1.0000 ~/- .0001 

i>ElTA 

-.0396 +1- .0045 

-16.8617 +1- 2.13<;9 

-12.0346 +1- .A7AO 

-12.1149 +j- .988~ 

-7.3591 +1- 1.720<; 

-2.0715 +1- .317l 

3~5037 ''- .• 5~20 

-.1012 "- .0116 

XBL 678-4608 

(continued on next page) 
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Table XXV. Numerical results of the phase-shift analysis. (continued) 

PLAa= 1443.9 fLAB= 1311.0 PCM= 111.8 
__ ' ___________ ' __ ~'!..!.:::~_Q~A_~_~"__,_<J,_,6_0396~.OJ f_()il_,1.l DEG,R EE __ S OF FRE ~DOM 

INVARMASS= 1903.1 
112 M_EASUREMENfS 

__ I=312_ f~RAMEIEPS 
-ET-";- DElTA 

84.5:t4 +/- 2.1108 

P33 I.coce +/- .C((5 -18.e350 +/- .8150 

O~? .ec .. +/- .02,) -~6~ri!62 +/- .8210 

F35 .8218 +/- .( I E1 2.814q +/- .4101 

F,l .15~3 +/- .02(0 21.1226 +/- .6515 

G31 I.OOCO +/- .ceci 

G.?9 .lCC4 +/- .(118 -2.6€S8 +/- .5036 

ErSILC~III= .Sl!! +/- .0231 

----EfSTl-CM11 ;--~~S7C+ 'T---;-026-6---- --- -

ErSILG~131= I.(CQC +/- .0315 

ElSILC~I'.I= .~20' +/- .0271 

EfSILC~lol= loOI!, +/- .(59! 

S11 

PII 

P13 

Ul3 
015 

F15 

F11 

Gil 

G19 

1= 112 PA~A~EHRS 
ETA 

.0120 +/- .0321 

.5639 +/- .0299 

.6515 +/- .0248 

.1810 +/- .0219' 

.4910 +/- .0185 

1.0000 +/

:9210 +/-

.0001 

.0146 

1.0000 +/- .0001 

DELTA 

-53.1159 +/-10.3055 

15.9338---.7 =-1.582 i-

-25.5360 +/- 1.0652 

'-::'To-.-24is-+,::,-,'.-Ol'6'f

-2.1943 ./- 1:1141 

1.1092 +/- .1181 

.9481 +/- .5997 

-,-,-----------------------,---
PLAB= 1579.4 TLAB= 1446.0 PCM= 752.~ INVA~MA5S= 1968.5 

531 

P31 

P33 

033 

035 

F35 

F37 

G37 

G39 

CHI-SQUARE= 9.00349;-01 FOR 68 DEGREES OF FHEtUOM 109 MEASUREMENTS 

1=3/2 PAI>AMETERS 
ETA 

.3836 -/- .OI~5 

.1253 _/- .0229 

.9998 +1- .0010 

.9349 +/- .0135 

.139~ +/- .0125 

.1451 +/- .0105 

.4948 _/- .0116 

.9152 _1- .0019 

1.0000 +1- .0006 

EPSILON III = 
EPSILONI21= 
EPSILON (J I = 
EPSILONI41= 
E"SILONI51= 

.9345 
1.0348 
.9890 

1.'1669 
1.0483 

DELTA 

-36.5979 +1- 1.1633 

7.5011 +1- .1898 

_13.4984 +1- .4393 

-16.7412 +1- .3133 

_43.4455 +/- 1.0972 

-4.3145 +1- .2414 

16+1650 +1- .5018 

-1.9820 +1- .~349 

-6.3145 +1- .2130 

.0106 

.0208 

.0253 

.0289 

.0244 

1-112 PARAMETERS 
ETA 

.0032 +1- .0175 

.1731 +1- .OZ41 

+5237 +1- .0157 

.9918 +1- .on21 

.3435 +1- .0153 

.9991 +,- .0034 

.6282 +1- .0162 

.9914 +1- .0032 

.7488 +1- .0094 

(continued on next page) 

DELTA 

-17.9021 -1- .9151 

19.3844 +1- .6186 

-20.9749 +1- 1.2182 

1.5909 +1- .0735 

14.0146 +1- 1.1682 

+4416 +1- .3212 

3.7122 +1- .2620 

-1.0601 +1- .0831 

-5.1~70 +1- .3673 

XBL 678-4615 
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• 
Table XXV. (continued) Numerical results of the phase-shift analysis. 

>II 
t" 

-.. 
PL~B. 1699.9 TLAB· l~bb.U PLM. IH/.b (NVARMASS. 2024.9 

.CH[~S,!II'RE~, .. ,9,,2_460~.+Ol FOR 83 ,I:lE~,RE~S CF FRFEOflM _ Y 4,._ M..!'.A ~tJ!!,~~£'!IS __ , , __ .. ___ . _____ ,. ____ , 

(·312 PARAMET ERS (·112 PARAME TEI\S 
ETA DEL TA ETA DELlA 

53\ .4150 +/- .0114 -20.2806 +,- 1.4152 S II .3210 +'- .0214 - 6.8049 + /- 7..1924 

'P31 --';-3192 --·+i-·:·: " 

.0082 ~Ib~b +'- 1.4234 pit , .. ~'''8'83 +,- "; M9-0'-'-'--TO;32'ilt -.,-' Y;t1l8-' 

PH .8453 +,- .0130 -21.9bI2 +,- .4998 P\3 .4397 +/- .Olbl -20.6391 +,- 1.3115 

033 .9~13 +/- .0041 -b.942b +/- .4793 013 
.' 

.8347 ,,- .0151 2.2432 +/- .6191 

C35 ,- -~3315 .-,- .0131 -21.7788 +/'- 1.0455 015 -'·Saoa +/-
,- '-;onl --75 .-6-S 2-5'-+r~- -.r 8'69-' 

F3~ .7E05 +,- .0081 -1.9955 +/- .3914 FI5 .9700 +,- .0121 5.4588 . .,- .2418 

F37 • 2C2 3 +/- .0059 1.4205 +/- 1.7698 FI7 .4215 +/- .0124 9.3996 .. ",- .2323 

G31 .~981 +,- .OOO-l -3.1181 +,- .1892 GIl .99b5 +-1:"'--· .0020 
_._-" ..:;"() IS'S ., +-,~-- ;'0('ln6-

G39 .99B +/- .110 Ib -.2475 +/- .0\35 GIg .8965 +/- .0120 -10.1663 +/- .3682 

EPS(LONII'· 1.0691 +,- .0112 
EPSILONI2'· .9897 +/- .DOH 
EPSIlONI31~ 1.0695 +'- .0242 

... - ---- ..•. _---_ .. -.. _-

EPSIlCNI4'. 1.0109 +/- .0205 
EPSIlONI5'. .9129 +,- .ons 

XBL 678-4614 

:; 
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C. Legendre Fits 

The results of fitting the data of this experiment to an expan

sion similar to that in '(v-8) are shown in Fig .38. The actual expan-

sion used was 
1 . 

I P = ~C.P. (cose) , 
011 

so the C
i 

are not dimensionless as were the Bi in Section V-A-2.The 

~+p differential cross section data (I ) used was that of Duke et al 
o ------

(Reference 13). The behavior of these coefficients, when related to 

the partial-wave amplitudes by the formulae given in Reference 1, sup

pormthe F37 aSSignment49 to the 1920 MeV ~+p resonance. 
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IoP=LCiPil(cosec.m.) versus lab momentum of the 
pion for ~+p scattering. 
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APPENDIX 

Throughout this appendix we will suppress the subscript k which 

varies with e bin number. The formulae apply to each e bin inde-up up 

pendentiy. " 

In Sectlion III-C, we obtained the least squares fit conditions: JH 

(A-I) 

where 

N. - B. 
~ ~ 

Mi 
, (A-2) 

and 

From (A-l), one gets 

I (Ni - B) - Io I Mi - loP I Mi Pi = 0 
i i i 

and 

Eljminatil1Slo and solving for P, this yields 

'\ (N. - B. )p. - < P > '\ (N. - B.) 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
i i 

P = ------------------------------------
< p2> '\ M H > '\ ~ i i - < P ~ HiMiPi 

(A-3) 

i i 
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where 

and 

If a new variab1e,q. , is defined by 
1 

then 

q. = p. - < p > , 
1 1 

222 <q>=<p>-<p> 

and (A-3) becomes 

I (Ni - Bi ) qi 
i 

P = ----~'~i-------------------------------

i i 

This can be written more consise1y as 

where 

i 
E =-------

i 

(A-4) 

(A-5) 

(A-6) 

(A-7) 
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The error in P is obtained from (A-6): 

(LId ~[~ Ll€f + [a<d~ > t:, < p >]2 
The second term of this expression can be verified to be very small, 

and its contribution can be neglected in the calculation of 6P. Thus 

6P 1 
= 2&' 

(1 - E < P » 
(A-8) 

& [n~i ~ir + n~i ~ir + [i lilir 
1 1 

+ I[ti 6FJ 2r/2 
(A-9) 

The first three terms in (A-9) express the contribution to the error 

which results from the statistical uncertainty of the counting rates. 

DNi is the uncertainty in the number of coplanar counts in 

the elastic peak for run i : LlN. =.[N .• 
1 1 

~i is the uncertainty in the number of monitor counts used 

to normalize run i ~i = .JMi 

~ is the uncertainty in the number of background counts 

per unit monitor and for a given e bin is the same up 

for all runs in a s:ingle block of data. From (III-1): 

t 
L;D .+LM'J 1/2 

~ = b J J. 
(LM. )2 

J 

Here,as in Section III-C-1, D. is the number of counts in 
J 

the elastic peak region of dummy-target (or simulated 

dummy-target) run j, and M. is the number of monitor counts 
J 

.J .. 
t j 
~ 

\.;" 

}' 
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for that run. 

The last term in (A-9) gives the contribution to the error which results 

from the uncertainty in the target polarization during run i. This error 

is not simply statistical, and so has been included in the systematic 

error discussed in Section III-C-3. 
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